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SU M M A R Y
Let R  be a ring. A proper submodule K  of an 72-module M  is called prime if 
whenever r £ R, m  £ M  and rR m  C K  then m  £ K  or r M  C K .  It is clear that 
prime submodules generalize the usual notion of prime ideals. The radical of a 
submodule N  of M, denoted by radj^(A’) is defined to be the intersection of all 
prime submodules of M  containing N.  Now let R  be a commutative ring. Let 7 
be an ideal of R , As is well known, the radical of 7, defined as the intersection of 
all prime ideals containing 7, has the characterization \ /7  =  {r £ R  : rn £ 7, for 
some n £ Z +}. A natural question arises, whether there is a somewhat similar 
characterization for the radical of a submodule, in particular, a characterization 
in which the knowledge of prime submodules (indeed even prime ideals) is not 
necessary. Under certain conditions such a characterization is provided by the 
concept of the envelope of a submodule.
The envelope of A , 7?m(A), is the collection of all m  £ M  for which there 
exist r  £ 72, a £ A7 such tha t m  — ra and rna £ N  for some positive integer 
n. Always E m {N ) C We say that M  satisfies the radical formula (M
s.t.r.f.) if for every submodule N  of M  radm {N)  = <  Em (N)  > , the submodule of 
M  generated by Em {N).  A ring R  s.t.r.f. provided that every i?-module s.t.r.f.. 
In [25] McCasland and Moore proved that a commutative ring R  s.t.r.f. provided 
tha t every free 72-mod ule F  s.t.r.f.. Accordingly, in chapter 2, prime submodules 
of free modules over commutative domains are investigated.
A fundamental question in the study of prime submodules is how to describe 
radm {N) for a given submodule N  of a module M. In the first section of chapter 
3, radjr(iV) is described where A  is is a finitely generated submodule of the free 
module F. In the second section the radicals of some non-finitely generated 
submodules of free modules are studied.
v
Let M i, M2 be E-modules such that Mi © M2 s.t.r.f.. Then Mi and M2 both 
s.t.r.f.. The converse is not true in general. For example, if E  is a Noetherian 
domain which is not Dedekind then the E-module E  s.t.r.f. but the E-module 
E  © E  does not. But it is true in some cases and this is considered in the first 
section of chapter 4. For example, if E  is a commutative ring and Mi, M2 are 
E-modules such tha t Mi s.t.r.f. and M2 is semisimple, then Mi © M2 s.t.r.f.. 
Also if A is a finite direct sum of cyclic Artinian E-modules, then the E-module 
E  © A  s.t.r.f.. The aim of the second section is to describe E p (N )  in a nice way, 
where N  is a finitely generated submodule of a free module F  of finite rank.
For six different cases, results are tabulated in the following table, consid­
ering the following properties of N: “N  is prime” , “IV is semiprime” and “the 
form of submodule generated by the envelope of N n. This table is given for the 
convenience of the reader. The cases are the following:
(z) Let E  be a UFD and let a* £ E  (1 ^  i ^  n) not all zero. Let N  be the 
submodule E ( a i , . . .  , an) of F  = R^n\
(■i i) Let E  be a UFD, let n ^  3 be a positive integer and a 6; £ E  (1 ^  z ^  
n) such tha t E  =  E6i +  • • • +  Rbn, Let N  be the submodule E ( « i , . . .  , an) +  
E (6 i , . . .  ,&n) of F  =  E<").
(Hi) Let E  be a commutative ring and let a,-, b{ £ R  (i = 1,2) such tha t 
E  — E&i T  E&2. Let N  be the submodule E («i, a2) +  E(&i, &2) of F  = R(2\
(iv) Let E  be a commutative domain, let n be a positive integer and I  be an 
ideal of E. Let N  be the submodule / ( l , . . . , l ) o f E  =  E^d.
(v) Let E  be a UFD, let n be a positive integer and I  be an ideal of E. Let 
N  be the submodule E ( a i , . . .  , an) +  7 (1 ,...  , 1) of F  =  E ^ .
(m) Let E  be a domain, let n be a positive integer, let aij £ E  (1 ^  z, j  ^  n), 
let a t- =  (an ,. .. ,a tn) £ F  =  R ^  (1 ^  i ^  n) and let N  be the submodule 
E a i -]-------1- Ea„ of F.
vi
N  is PRIM E A  is SEMIPRIME < E f (N ) >
(0 Theorem 2.2.7 Corollary 3.1.11 Proposition 4.2.1
(•i i) Theorem 2.3.2 Corollary 4.2.5 Theorem 4.2.4
(Hi) Proposition 2.3.4 Corollary 4.2.5 Theorem 4.2.4
(iv ) Lemma 2.3.10 Corollary 4.2.8 Proposition 4.2.3
(t>) Theorem 2.3.12 Corollary 3.2.7 Theorem 3.2,5
(m) Proposition 2.3.9 Proposition 4.2.11 Proposition 4.2.11
In [9] Gordon and Robson proved that any ring with Krull dimension satisfies 
the ascending chain condition on semiprime ideals, but this result does not hold 
for modules in general. In particular, if R  is the first Weyl algebra over a field 
of characteristic 0 then there are Artinian E-modules which do not satisfy the 
ascending chain condition on semiprime submodules. The aim of chapter 5 is to 
investigate when Gordon and Robson’s result holds for modules. It is proved tha t 
if E  is a ring which satisfies a polynomial identity then any E-module with Krull 
dimension satisfies the ascending chain condition on prime submodules, and, if E  
is left Noetherian, also the ascending chain condition on semiprime submodules.
Chapter 1
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we will give basic definitions and some well known results 
which will be needed in the following chapters. In particular we will define prime 
submodules, the radical of a submodule and what it means for a module to 
satisfy the radical formula. We will give fundamental properties as well as recent 
developments.
Several authors in [4], [5], [6], [7], [14], [17], [18], [19], [25] and [26] have 
extended the notion of prime ideals of R  to prime submodules of M.  Following 
work of McCasland and Moore [24], [25], [26] and of Jenkins and Smith [11], 
in a series of recent papers Man [20], [21], [22] and Man and Leung [16], have 
characterized which commutative Noetherian rings satisfy the radical formula 
(s.t.r.f.). In particular, Man showed that a commutative Noetherian domain R  
s.t.r.f. if and only if R  is Dedekind (see Theorem 1.2.19). Theorem 1.2.27 gives 
Man and Leung’s general result. We also prove tha t for a commutative (not 
necessarily Noetherian) domain R  the polynomial ring R[X] s.t.r.f. if and only if 
R  is a field (see Theorem 1.2.28). It follows that for any commutative ring R  and 
indeterminates A , Y  the polynomial ring R[X>Y] does not satisfy the radical 
formula.
1
1.1 C onventions and Basic D efinitions
Let R  be a ring with, identity and M  a unital left i?-module. We shall write 
W  ^  M ’ to indicate that N  is a submodule of M .
For any non-empty subset X  of M , the annihilator of X  in R  will be denoted 
by annn(X ), or simply ann(X ), i.e. ann(X) =  {r £ R  : rx  = 0 (a; <E X )}. If A is 
a non-empty subset of R  we set arniM(A) =  {m £ M  : am  =  0 (a £ A)}. Note 
tha t annjif (A) is a submodule of M  if A is a right ideal of R. For any submodule N  
of M  we shall denote ann(M /N )  by (N  : Af), i.e. (N  : M )  =  {r £ R  : r M  C V} 
which is an ideal of R.
We define the spectrum of R  to be the set of all prime ideals of R  and denote 
it by Spec(R).
1.1 .1  M odules over a G eneral R ing
Let R  be a ring and let M  be a left itbmodule.
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 .1  A proper submodule K  of M  is called prime if  whenever r € 
R } m  £ M  and rR m  C K  then m  £ K  or r £ (K  : M ) . A submodule S  of M  is 
called semiprime i f  S  is an intersection of prime submodules of  M.
It is not difficult to see that N  is a prime submodule of M  if and only if 
(N  : K )  =  (N  : M )  for all submodules K  of M  properly containing N. Clearly 
any prime (two sided) ideal of the ring R  is a prime submodule of the left R- 
module R. However it is not difficult to give examples of modules which have 
no prime submodules. For example, if Z denotes the ring of rational integers 
then, for any prime p, as a Z-module, the Priifer group Z(p°°) has no prime 
submodules. Moreover, the zero submodule is the only prime submodule of the 
Z-module Q of rational numbers.
2
D efin itio n  1 .1 .1 .2  A left R-module M  is called fully faithful i f  every non-zero 
submodule of M  is faithful,
P ro p o s it io n  1 .1 .1 .3  [27, Proposition 1.1] A submodule N  of a left R-module M  
is prime i f  and only i f  V=(N:M) is a prime ideal of the ring R  (and we say N  is 
a V-prime) and the left (R/V)-module M /N  is fully faithful.
P ro o f. (=>) Suppose first that TV is a prime submodule of M .  Let a,b £ R  
such tha t aRb C V  then aRbm  C N  for every m  £ M.  Since N  is prime, this 
implies either a M  C N  or bm £ N  for every m  £ M .  Thus a £ V  or b £ V . 
Hence V  is a prime ideal. Let K  be a submodule of M  such th a t N  C Let 
(r -f- V ) ( K /N )  = N  i.e. r K  C N  for some r £ R. This implies r £ V  =  [N  : M ) 
or K  C N .  But K  C N  gives a contradiction. Hence r  G ?  and K / N  is faithful 
for every submodule K  of M  properly containing N.
(■<=) Now let (N  : M ) — V  be a prime ideal of R  and M / N  be a fully 
faithful (R /V ) -module. It is sufficient to prove that (N  : K ) = (N  : M )  for 
every submodule K  of M  properly containing N.  Let r £ (N  : K ).  Since M /N  
is a fully faithful ( R /T^-module r £ V.  Thus (N  : K ) C (iV : M ). Hence 
(N  : K )  =  (N  : M ). □
N o te : When R  is a commutative domain, fully faithful modules coincide with 
torsion-free modules.
A prime submodule N  of M  is called minimal over a submodule K  of M  
if, K  C N  and there does not exist a prime submodule L of M  such tha t
K C L c N .
L e m m a  1 .1 .1 .4  [27, Theorem 4-2] Let Rbe a ring, and let M  be a Noetherian left 
R-module. Then M  contains only a finite number of minimal prime submodules.
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P ro o f. Suppose tha t the result is false. Let A denote the collection of proper 
submodules N  of M  such that the module M /N  has an infinite number of minimal 
prime submodules. The collection A is nonempty, because 0 6 A and, hence, has 
a maximal member K .  Clearly, K  is not a prime submodule of M .  Thus, there 
exists a submodule L  of M  properly containing K  and an ideal A  in R  such 
tha t A L  C K  but A M  $£ K .  Hence K  C K  +  A M .  Let V  be a submodule of 
M  containing K  such tha t V / K  is a minimal prime submodule of M /K .  Then 
A L  Q K  C. V . It is easy to see that, in this case V  is a prime submodule of 
M .  Hence A M  C V  or L C V. This implies V / ( K  -f A M )  is a minimal prime 
submodule of M / ( K  +  A M )  or V f L is a minimal prime submodule of M /L .  
But by the choice of K ,  both the modules M / ( K  +  A M )  a nd M /L  have only 
finitely many minimal prime submodules. Thus, there are only a finite number 
of possibilities for the module and, hence, also for V /K ,  a contradiction. □
D efin itio n  1 .1 .1 .5  Given a submodule N  of a module M, the prime radical 
radj^{N) is the intersection of all prime submodules of M  containing N, and 
in case N  is not contained in any prime submodule then rad^(iV) is defined to be 
M; in particular radjvf(M) =  M .
L e m m a  1 .1 .1 .6  [11, Lemma 4] Let R  be a ring and M  be an R-module. I f  
L C N  are submodules of M  then radjv(L) C radM(L).
P ro o f. Let P  be any prime submodule of M  with L  C P. If N  Q P  then 
radjv(L) Q P- If N  ^  P  then it is easy to check tha t A^D P  is a prime submodule 
of N , and hence rad;v(jL) C N  fl P  C P. Thus in any case, rad^v(L) C P. It 
follows tha t radn{L)  C radm{L). □
4
1.1 .2  M odules over a C om m utative R ing
Throughout this subsection all rings will be commutative.
D efin itio n  1 .1 .2 .1  Let R  be a ring. The envelope of N, Em (N), is the collection 
of all m  £ M  for which there exist r £ R, a £ M  such that m  =  ra and rna £ N  
for some positive integer n. Obviously} Em (M ) =  M . We say that M  satisfies the 
radical formula (M s.t.r.f.) if  for every N  ^  M  the radical of N  is the submodule 
generated by its envelope, i.e. radM(N) = <  E m (N)  >. A ring R  satisfies the 
radical formula (R s.t.r.f.) provided that every R-module s.t.r.f..
L e m m a  1 .1 .2 .2  Let R  be ring and let N  be a submodule of an R-module M .  
Then N  C Em {N)  C < Em{N)  >C  radM(N). In particular, i f  N  is semiprime 
then N  = E m (N ) =< Em{N)  > — radu{N).
P ro o f. It is clear tha t N  C Em(N).  Let x £ Em{N).  Then x  =  rm  for some 
r £ R, m  £ M  such tha t rkm  £ N  for some positive integer k. In this case 
r km  £ P  for every prime submodule of M  containing N . Hence rk~Ym  £ P  or 
r M  C P , and in any case rk~l m  £ P. By induction, it follows that rm  £ P. 
Hence rm  £  radm{N).  Thus Em{N)  C < Em (N )  >C  radM(AQ.
If N  is semiprime then N  =  radjw(N). Thus N  — E m (N)  = <  Em (N) >= 
radm {N). □
Note tha t in Lemma 1.1.2.2, Em (N)  is a submodule of M  in case N  is a 
semiprime submodule of M.  The following example shows tha t in general Em (N)  
is not a submodule of M.
E x a m p le  1 .1 .2 .3  Let M  denote the free Z-module Z  ® Z and let N  denote the 
submodule Z (4,4) +  Z(9,18) of M . Then Em {N) is not a submodule of M .
P ro o f. Note tha t (2,2) and (3,6) both belong to Em {N) because (2,2) — 2(1,1), 
and 22(1,1) £ N ,  (3,6) =  3(1,2) and 32(1,2) £ N .  Suppose tha t (5,8) —
5
(2,2) -f (3,6) G Em{N). There exist r, a, b G Z such tha t (5,8) — r(a,b) and 
r fc(a,&) G AT for some positive integer k . Now 5 =  ra , 8 =  rb gives tha t r  =  
so tha t (a, 6) G AT, i.e. (5,8) =  a?(4,4) +  y(9,18), for some x, y G Z. Hence 
5 =  4# +  9y, 8 =  4s -f 18y and 3 =  9y, a contradiction. .Thus E m (N )  is not a 
submodule of M . □
The first part of the following lemma is a generalized version of Lemma 6 in
[ii].
L e m m a  1 .1 .2 .4  Let R  be a ring and M  be an R-module such that M  =  © a g a  
is a direct sum of submodules M \  (A G A). For each A G A, let N \  be a submodule 
of M \ and let N  = ®  aga ^a • Then
(i) radM(N) = @ XeAradMx(Nx),
(ii) < E m (N )  > =  © AeA <  E mx(Nx) > .
P ro o f, (z) Let K  be a prime submodule of M  such tha t N  C K .  For each 
A G A, N x C K  fl Mx where K  f| M x — M x or K  fl Mx is a prime submodule 
of M x. It follows tha t radMA AL Q K  fl M x C K  for all A G A and hence 
©AGAradMA(AL) C K .  Thus 0 AGAradMA(AL) Q radM(N).
Let m  G M  and suppose that m  f  ® AeA radMA(AL). There exists fi G A such 
that n ^ m )  ^ I 'ad j^ A ® , where 7rM : M  -»■ M M denotes the canonical projection. 
There exists a prime submodule P  of such that AL C P  and 7r^(m) £ P. If 
L =  P  0  ( ® a.£m M x) then it is easy to check that A is a prime submodule of M , 
N  C L  and m  £ L. Thus m radM(A^). Hence radm (N)  =  © aga  rad-MA(AL)- 
(ii) Let m G< Em (N)  >■ Then m  — riX\  +  * * * +  rnx n for some positive 
integer n, elements ri G R , X{ G M  such that r fx i  G N  (1 <  z ^  n), for some 
positive integer fc. Let 1 <  i ^  n. There exists a finite subset A' of A such that 
x* e  © aga' so that X{ =  £ AgA' for some yx £ Mx (A G A'). Now
'•**< =  E a s a ' r$y* € N  = ©AeA 
6
Thus rfyx  € N \  (A € A'). Hence r;yk € Emx(N \)  (A £ A'). Therefore
n x i  =  E aea'^ J/a  €  © AeA, <  E m ^ N x) > C  © A£A <  EMx{ N x) > ,
for each 1 ^  i ^  n. It follows that m =  r ia i  H b rna?n € ®AeA < LJmx{Nx) >.
Hence <  E M(N)  >C  ® AeA < EMx(Nx) >.
Conversely, it is clear that Emx(Nx) C Em{N)  and hence <  EMx{Nx) >C  
<  Em {N)  >  for all A G A. Thus ® A€A < Emx{Nx) > C <  E m (N )  > . It follows 
tha t <  E m (N )  > =  © AeA < Emx{N\) >. □
Let ?  be a prime ideal of R  and S  =  R \ P  which is a multiplicatively closed 
subset of R  containing 1. Mp =  S ^ M  will denote the localisation of M  at V. 
Let /  : M  —> Mp  be the natural map defined by f { m )  — m /1 for all m  G M .  
For any submodule N  of M , we define
N s =  {A G Mp : A =  n /s  for some n E N  and s G 5},
and we identify iVe with Np. For any Pp-submodule Q of M , we define Qc = 
{m  G M  : /(m )  G Q}.
L e m m a  a n d  D efin itio n  1.1.2.5 [34] Let R  be a ring and I  be an ideal of R . 
Then
y / l  := {r G f? : there exists n G N with rn G /}  
zs an ideal of R  which contains I, and is called the radical of I  and
v i  = n  v -
V ESpec(R)
TDI
P ro p o s it io n  1 .1 .2 .6  ([20]) Let R  be a ring and M  be an R-module and V  be a 
prime ideal o f R, Let
A  =  {P  : P  is a prime submodule of the R-module M  with S  fl (P  : M ) =  0}, 
and
7
B  =  { Q : Q is a prime submodule of the Rp-module M p}.
Then the map P P e is a bijective order preserving map from A  to B . Its 
inverse map is given by Q h->- Qc.
P ro o f. Elementary. □
L e m m a  1 .1 .2 .7  [20, Corollary 2.3] Let N  be a submodule of the R-module M  
and V , Mp be as above. Suppose furthermore, M  is a Noetherian R-module, 
Then (radM{N))p  =  radMv{Np).
P ro o f. If Np — M p , then radMv (Np) = Mp  =  (radm {N))p - Now suppose 
Mp ^  Np. As M  is a Noetherian P-module, by Lemma 1.1.1.4, there are only a 
finite number of minimal prime P-submodules, Pl t . . .  , P*, in M  containing N. 
Now it can easily be checked that
(radj,(A0)P = (DjLi pi)? = (fill PY = f lti R-
W ithout loss of generality, we may assume each Pf  ^  Mp  (1 ^  i ^  k). By 
Proposition 1.1.2.6, P] , ■ • • , Pj.f are all the minimal prime R p -submodules of Mp 
which contains Np. It follows that tb,6.mv {Np ) — p]^L1 P[ as required. □
P ro p o s it io n  1 .1 .2 .8  [17, Proposition 2] I f  N  is a proper submodule of an R- 
module M  such that (N:M) is a maximal ideal of the commutative ring R  then N  
is a prime submodule. In particular, A i M  is a prime submodule of the R-module 
M  for every maximal ideal A i  of R  such that A I M  M .
P ro o f. Since (N  : M )  —P a  maximal ideal, M /N  is a vector space over the field 
R / V , so a torsion-free P /P -m odule. Hence N  is prime by Proposition 1.1.1.3. □
P rop osition  1 .1 .2 .9  [17, Proposition f]  I f  N  is a maximal submodule o f an R- 
module M, then N  is a prime submodule and (N:M) is a maximal ideal of R.
Proof. N  is a maximal submodule if and only if M / N  is a simple i?-module. 
Hence M / N  is a cyclic f?-module Rx  where x — x -f M  G M / N  and 
annj?T =ann#(M /iV ) =  (N  : M )  is a maximal ideal of R  by [34, Lemma 7.32], 
It follows tha t N  is prime from Proposition 1.1.2.8. □
1.2 H istorical Background and R ecent D evelop­
m ents
L em m a 1.2.1 Let I  be a proper ideal of a commutative ring R  such that R  s .t .r .f .  
Then the ring R / I  s .t .r .f .
Proof. Let M  be an (R /I ) -module. Then M  is an i?-module and the (prime) 
.ft-submodules and (prime) (jR//)-submodules of M  coincide. The result follows. 
□
P rop osition  1.2.2 Let n be a positive integer and let R{ (1 ^  i ^ n) be com­
mutative rings. Then the ring R  =  Ri 0  • • • © R n s.t.r.f. i f  and only if  R{ s .t .r . f  
for all 1 ^  i ^  n.
Proof. (=>) By Lemma 1.2.1.
(<£=) Let M  be an f?-module. Let Mi = R{M  (1 ^  i ^  n). Then M* is an 
f?-submodule of M  for each 1 ^  i ^  n and M  = M i  0  • * • © M n. By Lemma 
1.1.2.4,
radM(0) =  radMl(0) © • • ■ © radM„(0).
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For each 1 ^  i ^  n, the i?-module M* has the same (prime) submodules as the 
jRi-module M; and hence radM< (0) C <  _EMi(0) >. It follows tha t radM(0) C
<  E m {0) > by Lemma 1.1.2.4 and hence radjvf(O) = <  A'm(O) > . □
P rop osition  1.2.3 [20, Proposition 2.4] Let M  be a Noetherian R-module. Then 
M  s.t.r.f. i f  and only i f  Mm  s.t.r.f. as an RM~fnodule for every maximal ideal 
M  of R.
Proof. Let N  be a submodule of M. It is not difficult to check tha t
<  E m {N) >?>=< Emv (N'p) > for any prime ideal V. The result follows from 
Lemma 1.1.2.7. □
D efin ition  1 .2 .4  A commutative ring R  which has exactly one maximal ideal, 
Ad say, is said to be quasi-local. By a local ring we shall mean a commutative 
Noetherian ring which is quasi-local.
T heorem  1.2.5 [33, Theorem 1.12] Let R  be a commutative Artinian ring. Then 
R  s .t .r .f .
P ro o f. Let R  be a commutative Artinian ring. Then by [34, Exercise 8.50], 
R  is isomorphic to a direct sum of Artinian local rings. By Proposition 1.2.2, 
we can suppose without loss of generality that R  is local with unique maximal 
ideal A4. So A4n = 0 for some n > 0 (see [3, p .90]). Thus if N  is a submodule 
of M , A4nM  C N  which implies that A 4M  C < Em {N )  > . That is, AA C 
(<  Em {N)  >: M ).  Thus <  Em (N )  > is a prime submodule or <  E m (N ) > =  M  
by Proposition 1.1.2.8. Therefore radm{N) =< Em (N ) >. □
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L e m m a  1.2.6 [25, Results 1.2, 1.3, 1.4J Let R  be a commutative ring. Let A 
and A' be R-modules with <p : A  A' an R-module epimorphism and B  ^  A  
such that B  D K  =  ker<p. Let B f be any submodule of Ah Then
(i) i f  P  is a prime submodule of A containing B  then p (P ) is a prime sub- 
module of A ' containing p (B );
(a) i f  P ' is a prime submodule of A* containing p (B )  then p  1(P I) is a prime 
submodule of A containing B;
(in) p(radA(B)) =  radA>(p(B));
(iv) radAi(B ')) =  radA(if~1(B’));
(v) y ( E A{B)) = EA,(v{B));
(vi) < <p~l (EA,(B'))  > = <  E A i f i - ^B ' ) )  > .
Proof, (i), (ii), (in), (iv) and (u) are routine.
(vi) Given r G R, a G A  and ra £ E a (p ~1(B'))  such tha t rna £ p ~ x(B r) 
for some positive integer n , then rnp(a) £ Bh Hence p(ra)  G E a' (B’) and 
thus ra G p ~1(Ea>(B')). Now let x G p~1(EA>(B')). Since p(x)  G Ea>(B'), 
there exist s £ R, a' £ A' and a positive integer m  such th a t p(x) — sa’ and 
sna' G B 1. Also there exists y £ A  such that p(y)  =  ah Thus ep(sny) £ B r so 
tha t sy  G Ea (p ~1( B{)). Hence x £< Ea (p ~1( B’)) > since x — sy £ kerp  C 
< E A(p~1(B /)) > . □
P rop osition  1 .2.7 [25, Theorem 1.5] Assume the hypothesis given in Lemma  
1.2.6.
(i) I f  radA(B) = <  Ea (B) > then radA>(p(B)) ~ <  Ea>(p (B))  >.
(ii) I f  B '  ^  A' and radA>(Bf) =< Ea>(B1) >, then radA(p~l (B'))  =  
<  EA(p~1(B f)) >.
Proof. It is routine to prove it by using the above results and the fact that if 
0 G S  C A', then p~*(< S  >) = <  P~*(S) >. □
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T h e o re m  1.2.8 [25, Theorem 1] Let R  be a commutative ring. Then R  s.t.r.f. 
provided that any one of the following is satisfied:
(i) every free R-module F  s.t.r.f.,
(ii) every faithful R-module M  s.t.r .f ,
(in) for every R-module M, radj^(0) C <  £ ^ (0 )  > .
P ro o f, (i) and (ii) suffice by recalling that every i?-module A  is the image of 
both a free 77-module and a faithful 77-module. Note tha t if B  ^  A, the preimage
of B  (in each case) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.2.6. Now we can apply
Proposition 1.2.1 (i).
(Hi) For a given N  ^  M , apply Proposition 1.2.7(n), letting A  =  M , A' — 
M / N  and B f — N.  □
Let V  be a prime ideal of R  and suppose M  is an 77-module. We define
K (V )  =  {m G M  : cm G V M  for some c G R \P } .
Next, we recall a result which was proved both in [1] and [27].
P ro p o s it io n  1.2.9 Let R be a commutative ring and M  be an R-module. Let V  
be a prime ideal of R  such that K (V )  ^  M . Then K (V )  is a V-prime submodule 
of M  and radM(0) =  f] K (Q ), where the intersection is taken over all prime ideals 
Q of R.
P ro o f. Let r  ^ (K (V )  : M ), m  G M  and rm  G K (V ) .  Then r  G R \ P  and 
rcm  G V M  for some c G R \P .  Since rc G R \ P , we have m G K((P). This 
proves tha t K (V )  is a prime submodule of M. Clearly V  Q (V M  : M )  C 
(K (V )  : M ). Now suppose tha t there is s G (K (V )  : M )  such tha t s ^ V.  
Then s M  C K (V ) .  Consequently, for each y G M, we have scy G V M  for 
some c G R \P .  But sc G R \ V  gives y G K (V ).  Hence K (V )  =  M , a contra­
diction. Therefore we have (K (V ) : M ) = (V M  : M ) = V  and K (V )  is a
P-prim e submodule of M.
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Moreover, for any prime ideal Q of R , if N  is a Q-prime submodule of M , 
then K (Q )  C N. Therefore radM(0) =  f]QesPec(R) D
Our next aim is to prove tha t any Dedekind domain s.t.r.f.. In order to prove 
this result we require a number of lemmas.
L e m m a  1.2 .10 [16, Lemma 3.3] Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring with 
dimR  ^  1 and M  be an R-module. Then rad^O ) =  U rad^O), where the union 
is taken over all finitely generated submodules L of M.
P ro o f. By Lemma 1.1.1.6, rad.&(0) C radM(O), for any finitely generated sub- 
module L  of M. Now let m  G radM(O). Let 'P i , . . .  ,P „  be all the mini­
mal prime ideals of R. By Proposition 1.2.9 for each 1 ^  i ^  n there exist 
Ci E R \P i  with E P*M. There are only finitely many maximal ideals of 
R  which contains both a  and P,-, say M u , - "  By Proposition 1.2.9,
ra d ^ O ) =  f)K(V)>  where all P ’s are prime ideals of R. Since dimR  ^  1 it 
follows th a t radjvf(O) =  [f] K(V)] C\[f)AdM] where the intersection is taken over 
all the minimal prime ideals P  and all the maximal ideals Ad of P. Hence 
m  G A i i jM  for every 1 ^  i ^  n and 1 ^  j  ^  m. Together with c;ra G V{M  
(1 ^  i ^  n), we see that there exists a finitely generated submodule L  of M  such 
tha t
(i) Cim G ViL  (1 ^  i <  n),
(ii) m  G A iijL  (1 ^  i ^  n, 1 ^  j  ^  Uj).
Now let Ad be any maximal ideal of R  such tha t Ad [Adij : 1 ^  i ^  n, 1 ^  
j  ^  ft;} (1 ^  i ^  rc)* W ithout loss of generality we may assume P i C Ad . Then 
R  =  R d  +  Ad and hence R m  =  R a m  -f Adm  C AdL  since cim  G P iL  C AdL  
and m G L. By Proposition 1.2.9, m  G rad^O). Hence radM(O) C (Jradi,(0). □
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L e m m a  1.2.11 [11, Lemma 7 and Corollary] Let R  be any ring and M  any 
projective R-module. Then rad,M{0) = <  E m {0) > .
P ro o f. We already know that < E m {0) radM(O). There exists a free R- 
modnle F  such that M  is a direct summand of F,  say F  =  M  © A, for some 
submodule A  of F. There exists an index set A and cyclic submodules F\ (A £ A) 
of F  such tha t F  = By Lemma 1.1.2.4,
radjr(O) =  0 r a d n (O) =  0  <  EF^(0) > = <  E F(0) > . 
a g a  a g a
Now let m  £ radM(0). By Lemma 1.1.1.6, m  £ rad.p(0). Then there exist n, 
k £ N and elements r* £ R , £ F  such tha t r fm i  =  0 (1 ^  i ^  n), and
m  =  r \m \  +  • • ■ +  rnm n. For every 1 ^  i ^  n, there exist elements X{ £ M  and 
ai £ A  such tha t mi =  Xi -f a». Clearly, m  — +  • • • +  rnx n, and r fx i  = 0
(1 <  i <  n). Thus m  £ < .Em(O) >. Hence radiW-(0) C <  #m (0) > . □
Now we prove tha t any Dedeldnd domain s.t.r.f..
T h e o re m  1.2,12 [11, Theorem 9] Let R  be a Dedekind domain and M  any R- 
module. Then mdjvf(O) = <  Em {0) > .
P ro o f. We know < EM{0) >C  radM(0). Let m  £ radiw(O). By Lemma 1.2.10, 
m  £ radi,(0), for some finitely generated submodule L of M .  Now L = L\  © • • • ® 
Ljb, for some k £ N and submodules Li (1 ^  i ^  k) of L such tha t Li is either
projective or cyclic for each 1 ^  i ^  k [13, Section 4]. By Lemma 1.1.2.4 and
Lemma 1.2.11,
m  £ rad.^ (0) © ■ • ■ © ra d ^  (0) =  < ELl (0) > © • ■ • ©  < E Lk(0) >
C < E l (0) > c <  Em (o) >  .
Thus radjvf(O) = <  E m {0) >  . □
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We now aim to prove that any commutative Noetherian domain tha t s.t.r.f. 
is Dedeldnd. We begin with the following result.
L e m m a  1.2.13 [7, Lemma 4] Let R  be a commutative domain and a i , . . .  , an be 
elements of R, not all zero where n  ^  2. Let F  =  R ^  and
K  =  { ( r i , . . .  , rn) e  F  : na j  =  rja^  1 ^  z, j  ^  ra}.
Then K  is a prime submodule of F  minimal over R ( a i , . . .  ,a n) and (K:F)=0. 
Moreover a{K  C 72(ai,. . .  , an) for all 1 ^  i ^  n.
P ro o f. Clearly K  is a proper submodule of F, Let r, Zi £ R  (1 ^  i ^  n) and 
suppose tha t r ( ^ i , . . .  , z n) £ K .  Then rzjUj = rzjai , for all z ,j. If r =  0 then 
r F  C K.  If r ^  0 then ZiOj =  Zjai, for all z, j ,  so tha t ( z i , . .. , z n) £ 77. Thus 
K  is a prim e submodule of F. Clearly (K  : F) =  0 and R (a i , . . .  ,a n) C 77. 
Suppose tha t a\ ^  0. Let 7 =  (Rai : i?a2 +  • • • +  Ran). Then it can easily be 
checked tha t
K  =  1 (1 ,a2/ o i , . . .  7an/ai),
and hence ai77 C jR(oi,. . .  ,a n). If a\ =  0 then clearly a \K  C 7£(ui,. . .  ,a„). It 
follows th a t at-77 C 7?(ai,. . .  , an), for all 1 ^  i ^  n.
Now suppose tha t N  is a prime submodule of F  such tha t R (a i , . . .  , a n) C 
A7 C 77. There exists 1 ^  i ^  n such that a; ^  0 and a,*77 C 72(ai,. . .  , an) C AL 
Since a; ^  0 it follows tha t aiF  77, and hence aiF  A'-. Thus K  C. N  and 77 
is minimal over 72(ai,. . .  , un). □
T h e o re m  1.2.14 [20, Theorem 3.2] Let ( R ,M )  be a commutative Noetherian 
local domain of dimension 1. Suppose F  = T£© R  s .t .r .f  as an R-module. Then 
R  is a DVR (Discrete Valuation Ring).
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P ro o f. Choose x E Ad\Ad2. It suffices to show that Ad = Rx.  As d im P = l and 
a; =£ 0, Ad is the only associated prime ideal of R j R x , Hence every element of 
Ad is a zero divisor in R / R x . We now show Ad C R x  +  Ad2.
Let s E Ad. By the above discussion, there exist y  E R \ R x  and r E R  with 
sy — xr. If s E R x t then s E R x  +  Ad2. Suppose s E M \ R x .  Then y  is not 
a unit and hence y E A 4\R x .  Since x E Ad\Ad2 and j/ E Ai \ R x ,  x £ Pj/. By 
Lemma 1.2.13, .A =  { ( r i , r 2) E P © P  : — r 2a;} is a minimal prime submodule
of R  © R  over R ( x , ?/), Let P  be a prime submodule of R  © R  containing R ( x , y). 
Then V  = an n ((P  0  P ) /P )  is a prime ideal.
Clearly P  =  0 or P  =  Ad. If V  =  Ad, then Ad © Ad C P . As y E M \ R x  and 
.t E Ad\P?/, we have AT C P . Suppose that V  =  0. Since P  P  0  P , we may 
assume (1,0) ^ P . Let ( r i , r 2) E P  be given. Then (yr\ — r 2rr)(l,0 ) =  y ( r i , r 2) — 
r 2 (^j y) C P . Since P  is a prime submodule, it follows th a t y7q — r 2® E (P  : F) =  
0, i.e. yri — r 2£ =  0. Thus P  C P .  By minimality of K , P = K .  Hence K  is the 
only minimal prime submodule containing R (x ,y ) ,  Thus rad_R®j^(P(o;,y)) =  K. 
By hypothesis, K  =< Er®r(R(x, y)) >. Clearly (s ,r )  E K ,  Hence there exist 
5 i , . . .  , Sk E P \{0} , (ci , ffi), . . .  , (cfc,4 )  E P ©  P \{ (0 ,0)}, and positive integers, 
n i , . . .  , rik such that
(i) (s, r) =  2?= i and
(n) =  f i ( x ,y )  for some fc E P , (1 <  i <  k).
Since each s t* 0 and P  is a domain, by (ii) C{y =  zd* (1 i ^  n). Recall that 
y E A4 \R x .  Consequently, each c; E Ad. If st- is a unit, then (n) gives S{Ci E P&. 
If S{ E Ad, then s;ct- E Ad2. Hence E Rx  +  Ad2 for all 1 i ^  &. Now by
(i) 5 E R x  +  Ad2. Therefore Ad =  Rx  © Ad2. Hence Ad (Ai / R x )  = M / R x .  By 
Nakayama’s Lemma, Ad =  Rx. □
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T heorem  1.2.15 [20, Theorem 3.3] Suppose R  is a commutative Noetherian 
domain of dimension 1 and R ® R  s.t.r.f. as an R-module. Then R  is a Dedekind 
domain.
P ro o f. Clear by Proposition 1.2.3 and Theorem 1.2.14. For, by [10, Theorem 
V III.6.10], R-p is a DVR for every non-zero prime ideal V  if and only if R  is a 
Dedekind domain. □
T heorem  1.2.16 [16, Theorem 2.2 and Corollary] Let R be a commutative Noethe­
rian ring. Suppose F  — R  © R  s.t.r.f. as an R-module, dimR  ^  1 and V  is a 
minimal prime ideal of R. Then V  is the only V-primary ideal of R  and R / V  is a 
Dedekind domain. In particular, i f  R  is a domain then R  is a Dedekind domain.
P roof. First assume R  is local with maximal ideal M. and 0 is P-primary. We 
need to show R  is a DVR.
As dim R ^  1, M. ^  V . Thus we can choose a E  M \ { M .2 by Nakayama’s 
Lemma. If A4 Ra  we can choose b € A i \R a .  Consider the submodule J(a,b)  
of R  © R  where J  =  Ra  +  Rb. Let L be any prime submodule of R  ® R  such 
tha t J (a ,6 ) C L. It follows th a t (a, 6) E  L or J F  C L. If J F  C L then (a, 6) =  
a( l , 0)  +  6(0,1) E L. In any case, (a, 6) E L. Hence (a, 6) E rad^0^ t/(a , 6) so 
radjj®R(J(a, 6)) =  ra,dR®R(R(a, 6)). As R  ® R  s.t.r.f., we have radR®n{R(a, b)) =
< FRQR(J(a, 6)) >  . Hence (a, 6) E < ER®R(J(a,b)) >. Then there exist 
positive integers ,n fc and ru . . .  , r k E R\{0}, (ci, c?i), * * • >(cfc,<4) €
R  ® R \{ (0 ,0)} such tha t 
(?) (a, 6) =  J2i=1 r ;(cn <&)> and
(??) for each 1 ^  i ^  k, r?*(ci,di) = fi(a,b) for some /,■ E  J.
By (?) a = X)£=i r t-Cj. We are done if we can show th a t each n c t- E Ad2 T V.  
Let 1 ^  i ^  k be given.
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(1) If ri is a unit, then from (ii), we have G Ja  C Ad2.
(2) If ri G V ,  then G Ad2 +  P .
(3) If r* G M \ P  then we show Ci E  M .  Suppose not. Then from (u), we have
ri G y/Ra  and r^(ad i — bcf) =  0. Hence b G R a +  [a n n ^ r”1') fl (Ra -f Rb)] where 
ri G V R a \P .  Thus b =  ra  +  c, for some r E R  and c G annft(r”*)n(i7a +  _R6). This 
implies cr™% = 0 .  If c ^  0, since V  is the set of all zero divisors of R , ?^£ G P  i.e. 
ri G a contradiction. If c =  0 then 6 G Pa, another contradiction. Therefore 
Ci € Ad and r;c; G Ad2 +  V.
In any case, 7yc* G Ad2 +  P  for all 1 ^  i ^  fc. Hence a G Ad2 +  P , but this
contradicts our choice of a. Therefore M  =  Ra and hence R  is a DVR.
For the general case, let /  be a P-prim ary ideal. By Lemma 1.2.1, R / I  © P / /  
s.t.r.f. as an R / /-module. By the earlier argument, we see tha t I  — V  and R / I  
is a Dedekind domain. The result follows. □
The next result is immediate from the above theorem.
C orollary 1 .2.17 [16, Corollary 2.4] Let R  be a commutative Noetkerian ring. 
Suppose R  ® R  s.t.r.f. as an R-module. Then dimR ^  1.
P rop osition  1.2.18 [16, Theorem 3.4] Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring. 
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R  s .t.r .f ,
(ii) R m  s.t.r.f. for any maximal ideal Ad of R,
(Hi) every finitely generated R^-m odule s.t.r.f. for any maximal ideal Ad of R, 
(iv) every finitely generated R-module s .t.r .f .
Proof. (■i) =>- (ii) By Proposition 1.2.3. (ii) => (Hi) Obvious. (Hi) =>■ (iv) 
Follows from Proposition 1.2.3. (iv) =$* (i) Follows from Corollary 1.2.17, Lemma 
1.2.10 and Theorem 1.2.8(m). □
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Now the following theorem can be written:
T heorem  1.2,19 Let R be a commutative Noetherian domain which is not a 
field. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R  s.t.r.f.,
(ii) R ®  R  s .t .r . f  as an R-module,
(in) R  is a Dedekind domain.
P roof, (z) =? (ii) Obvious, (ii) => (Hi) By Corollary 1.2.17 and Theorem 1.2.15. 
(Hi) =r* (z) By Theorem 1.2.12. □
The above theorem has a general form in [16]. Before we give it we require a 
number of lemmas.
L em m a 1.2 .20 [16, Proposition 2.5] Let R  be a ring. Suppose
(i) R / \ / 0 s.t.r.f. as a ring and
(ii) there exist maximal ideals A4i and positive integers k{ (1 ^  i ^  n) with
VonM*' n--  - n = o.
Then R s .t .r .f .
Proof. We can assume all the k fs  are equal to a common value k. Let M  be 
an 72-module. By Theorem 1.2.8(m) it suffices to show radM(0) Q <  Em (0) >• 
Clearly, a/0M  C <  Em (0) >• Let m E radjv/(0). Then m  + y/QM E 
Since 72/V0 s.t.r.f., we have
n
m + \/0M = riirii + VOM
1 = 1
where r; E R, mi E M  and r ”’m; E \/0 M  for some positive integer n*. Hence 
171 = 2/ +  S r = i r im i f°r some y  E VOM.  We need to show each E< 7?m(0) > .
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Suppose first tha t r* G M. 1 H • • > fl M n, then by (n) we have r]i+kmi = 
^  (A lf H ••• n  M k)\/0 M  = 0. Hence r tra; G E m (0). Now suppose 
tha t r{ ^ A fj for some 1 ^  j  ^  n. W ithout loss of generality we may assume 
ri G A fi fl • • • fl Af^, and ^ Af^+i U • • • U A fn for some 1 ^  ^  n. Then
R  =  jRr™' -f Mi+i  fl • • ■ fl M n- Write 1 =  s rf ' +  x for some s e  R  and x G
M t+ i fl • • • D M n. Then r;m; =  sr]i+1mi +  rixrrii. Since G VOM , 5 r “i+1m t- 
and (rix)nim,i are also in >/0M. In particular, sr™i+1ra; G< -Ejw(O) > . On the 
other hand, r±x G M i H • • ■ fl Afn. By an earlier argument, rixmi  G Em{0)- This 
proves ritrti G< Em {0) >. □
L em m a 1.2.21 [16, Proposition 2.6] Let R  be a Noetherian ring. Suppose 
dim R= l and every minimal prime ideal V  of R  is the only V-primary ideal in 
R. Then condition (ii) of Lemma 1.2.20 is satisfied.
Proof. Let V \ , . . .  ,V i  be all the minimal prime ideals of R , for some positive 
integer £. Since R  is Noetherian, 0 has a reduced primary decomposition which 
can be w ritten as follows
o = j x n • • • n Jt n h n • • ■ n in
for some positive integers £ and n where each «/*' is a ^ -p r im a ry  ideal and each
Ij is Afj-prim ary ideal for some maximal ideal M j .  By assumption, A =  Vi 
(1 ^  i ^  I). Therefore, we get 0 =  \/0  fl I\ fl ■ ■ ■ fl In. For each 1 ^  j  since Ij is 
M j-  primary, we have M kj C Ij for some large enough natural number kj. The 
result follows. □
C orollary 1.2.22 [16, Corollary 2.7] Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring. 
Suppose dimR—1 and there exists a unique minimal prime ideal V  in R. Then 
R  s.t.r.f. i f  and only i f  R /V  is a Dedekind domain and V  is the only V-primary  
ideal in R.
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Proof. By Theorem 1.2.16, we only need to prove sufficiency. That follows from 
Lemmas 1.2.20 and 1.2.21. □
L e m m a  1.2 .23 [22, Theorem, 2.5] Suppose that R  is a Noetherian ring with 
ideals I  and J  such that
(i) I  n  J  =  0,
(ii) R / ( I  +  J) is semisimple Artinian,
(Hi) R / I  s.t.r.f. and R / J  is a Dedekind domain.
Then R  s.t.r.f..
Proof. Let M  be an i2-module. We first prove that I M  fl J M  C <  E m (0) >• 
Since R / ( I  +  J ) is semisimple Artinian, I  +  J  =  A4i ■ - ’ A4n where AAi are 
distinct maximal ideals of R  (1 ^  i ^  n). Let S  = R \(AA i  U • • • U M .n) which 
is a multiplicatively closed subset of R. For short S~XM , S ^ A  will be denoted 
by M s , A s  respectively where A  is an ideal of R. First of all note tha t R s /J s  
is a principal ideal domain. Is  n  Js = 0  gives (Is  +  J s ) / J s  — Is  and hence we 
can identify Is  as an ideal of R s / J s . In this case Is  =  R s ( a / 1 ), for some a £ R. 
Let u £ I  M s  D J M s  = aM s  fl JsM s.  Then u = (u /l) (m // s /) £ J s M s y for some 
m ' £ M , s' £ S. Thus ( a / l ) 2 (m// 5 /) £ (a / l ) J s M s  — 0  and u £ <  Ems (0) >• 
Th erefore IM s  fl J M s  C <  Ems (0) > . Now for a given v £ I M  fl J M , v/1  £ 
< £ ^ ( 0 )  >■ Hence there exists s £ S  such tha t sv £ <  £m (0) >• Note that 
R  = Rs I  +  J. Thus we can write 1 =  rs +  x +  y where r  £ R, x £ I  and 
y £ J. Since v £ I M  Pi J M  and I  D J  — 0, we have v — rsv. It follows that 
I M H J M C <  Em (0) >•
Note tha t, since R / I  s.t.r.f., we have radM/jM(0) = <  Em/im(0) >• Also by 
Theorem 1.2.12, R / J  s.t.r.f. and it follows tha t radM/jM(0) = <  £ m / j m (0) >■ 
To prove th a t R  s.t.r.f. it suffices to show radjif(O) Q< E m (0) > . Let m  £ 
radM(0). Then m  -f I M  £ radj^//M(0) = <  Em/im(0) >* In this case there
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exist r i , . . .  , £ R, m i , . . .  , £ M , and positive integers a i , . . .  , such that
m  +  I M  =  ]Ci=i r *m * +  an<^  € /A f for all 1 ^  i ^  &.
C la im : £ I M  -fi (JM  fl R m (0)) for 1 ^  i ^  jfe.
It suffices to show the claim holds for r±. Suppose ri € /  +  J . We may assume 
ri G J . Now, r ^ m i  G I M  and I  fl J  — 0 gives ?’“1+1m i =  0. It follows that 
T\mi G J M  n  E m (0).
From now on, we suppose ri ^ I-\-J. Then r i £  Af* for some 1 <  i ^  n. After 
renumbering the Af Js, we may assume ri ^ Af iU- • -UAf* and n  G Af*+i • • • A fn . 
Since R =  R r" 1 +  A fi • • • Af*, we have ri =  u;r“ 1 + 1  -f rM for some w G R and 
t G Af i • • • Af*. Note that r j  G /  +  J ,  and so we may write r i t  =  x± -fi t/i for 
some G / ,  yi G J . Now rim i =  wr^1+1m i -fi £ im i -fi yim i. To complete the 
proof of the claim, it remains to show yim i £ J M  Pi Em (0). Since /  fl J  =  0 , 
(r it)ai = a j^ + j/f1. Recall tha t v®1 mi G IM .  Hence (?M)a im i =  G
/M . Thus y^rrii  G fM  and y"i+1mi =  0. Therefore y \m i  G J M  n  Rjw(0). The 
claim has been justified.
By the above claim, m  = Ui -fi i;i where ui £ JM f]  < E m {0) > , G IM .  
Using the above argument, we also get m = u2 -\-v2 where u2 £ JM fl <  Rm(0) > , 
v2 G J M .  Then ui — v2 — u2 — v\ G I M  fl J M .  But we proved earlier that 
I M  fl J M  C <  Rm(0) > . Hence m  = (vi — u2) +  ^ 2  +  ^ 1  £ <  Rm(0) >• Therefore 
radji^(O) C <  Rjv^ -(O) > . D
L e m m a  1.2 .24  [16} Theorem 5.1] Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring and
i i , . . .  , I n be prime ideals in R, for some positive integer n ^  2 . Suppose that
(i) h  n  • • • n  i n = o;
(ii) R  = I i +  Ij  or R/ ( I i  +  I j )  is semisimple Artinian, for  any 1 ^  i < j  ^  n,
(Hi) R / I i  is a Dedekind domain for all i} and
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(iv) Ik+i +  n i l  I* — f ] U h +i +  Ii), for  1 ^  k ^  n — 1 . 
Then R  s.t.r.f..
Proof. We will proceed by induction on n ^ 2. The case n = 2 follows from 
Lemma 1.2.23. Suppose n ^  3. By induction R / ( R  D • * • In- i )  s.t.r.f.. In view 
of Lemma 1.2.23, it suffices to show R /L  is semisimple Artinian where L = 
In +  ( H i i 1 If)- By (iv), L =  n i i ^ n  +  R). Note tha t, by (ii), each In +  
A, ■ • ■ , In -f- / n_i is a product of distinct maximal ideals of R. Since R / I n is a De 
deldnd domain, L  is also a product of distinct maximal ideals of R. Hence R /L  
is semisimple Artinian. □
N otation: Let (R, A4) be a commutative Noetherian local ring. Let V i , . . .  ,V r 
be all the minimal prime ideals of R  and n ^  3. We define
u  =  i x . ,  ^ and =  n ”=1 r k
kfr
for all 1 ^  i , j  ^  n with i ^  j .
The above notation will be be fixed throughout the rest of this section.
L em m a 1.2.25 [16, Theorem 4>1] Suppose n ^ 3 and M. — Rj +  Vi for all 
1 ^  R j  ^  n such that i ^  j .  Then the following are equivalent:
(i) M  = /,- +  Vi for some 1 ^  i ^  n,
(ii) A4 — R +  Vi for every i = 1 , . . .  , n,
(in) Rj = R  -f Ij for  all 1 ^  i , j  ^  n with i ^  j ,
(iv) Rj =  R +  Ij for some 1 ^  i, j  ^  n with i j .
Proof, (ii) =4* (i), (Hi) =>- (iv) Obvious.
(i) =4- (m ) Suppose M.  =  R-\-Vi  for some 1 ^  i ^  n. Let 1 ^  j  ^  n with j  ^  i 
be given. By the modular law, Rj — Rj  fl M  — Rj  fl (R -f Vi)  =  R  4- (Rj  fl Vi)  =
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A + Ij. Now Af — Iij +  Vj =  Ii +  Ij +  P j =  / j  +  P j, because Ii C P j. Now by 
the argument we have just given Ijk = Ij +  h  for all 1 ^  j ,  k ^  n with j  ^  /c.
(zzz) (zz) Let 1 ^  i ^  n and j  € { 1 ,- .. ,n}\{z}. By assumption 
Af =  I i j  +  Pi and hence Af — A +  A +  P z. Since I j  C P t- we have Af — A -f V i .
(iv) =$* (i ) Suppose Iij =  p  +  I j for some 1 ^  i , j  ^  n with i ^  j .  By 
hypothesis Af = Iij +  Vi. Hence At = A + /j  +  Pi and Af = A +  Pi because 
A C Pi. □
L e m m a  1.2 .26 [16, Theorem f.2]  Aet (R, Af) be a one dimensional Noethe­
rian local ring and n ^  2. I f  R  R  s.t.r.f. as an R-module, then there exist 
X i , . . .  , x n £ R  such that
Ii = Rxi +  Pi =  E £ = 1  A ; and Af =  Pi +  A =  E L i  A
k^i
for  all 1 ^  i ^  n.
Proof. W ithout loss of generality we may assume \/0  =  0. Hence P  is semiprime 
and fjr=i Vi =  0. By Theorem 1.2.16, R /V i  is a DVR for all 1 ^  i ^  n.
Let 1 ^  i ^  n be given. Since R jV i  is a DVR, we can write Af =  Ry  +  Vi
for some y £ A f. Note tha t A ^  0 and 7i Pi. Hence A +  Vi — R y£ +  Vi for
some 1 ^ 1 .  There exist Xi £ A and pi £ Pi such that =  y£ Tpi-  We now show 
a?i generates A- Let 2  £ A* Then 2  — rt/£ +  qi for some r £ R, and qi £ Pi. It 
follows tha t r&i — £ — rpi — qi £ A H Vi =  0 . Hence 2: =  rA- Therefore A =  Pz;- 
Suppose n = 2 . In this case A =  P 2 and A =  P i. It remains to show
that Af =  P i +  P 2. Since P / P 2 is a DVR, we have Af =  Ra -f P 2 where
a £ A f \P 2. If P a  C P i, then Af — P i +  P 2. Suppose P i C Pa. Then 
P i — P i a =  (P ia)a  =  P  — • • • C f jS i  */^ fn =  0 by Krull’s intersection Theorem, 
he. P i Pa . Hence we can choose b £ V i\R a .  Let a; £ V P a \(P i +  P 2)- 
Since P i U P 2 contains all zero divisors of P , we have annjjic" =  0 for all positive
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integers ra. By the standard argument given in the proof of The orem 1.2.16, 
a G A i2 +  'P i-|- 'p 2 - It follows that Ad =  Ad2 T V\ +  TV By Nakayama’s Lemma, 
we get Ad =  V\  T V 2 ■
Suppose ra ^  3. For each 1 ^  z ^  ra, P/A* is a one dimensional semiprime local 
ring. By Lemma 1.2.1, we also know that each R /R  s.t.r.f. as an R /R -module. 
By applying induction to each R /R ,  we get
(i) Ad =  S ” __1 Rk for all 1 ^  i <  ra,
k^i
(ii) Vi = Ij +  an(I =  R x ij +  Ij for some Xij E Ad and for all
kjLi
1 ^  i t j  ^  ft with i ^  j .
Clearly, if z, y , fc are all distinct then R^ C Vj. By this observation, (i ) gives
Ad =  +  Vj — Rxij +  /j +  P 7- for all i ^  j .  (1-1)
Suppose Ad ^  In T- TV By Lemma 1.2.25,
M  R-\- Vi for all z, (1.2)
Iij 7  ^ C +  /j for all i 7  ^j .  (1*3)
By (u) and (1.3), we get ®i2 E / i 2\ ( / i  +  TO- Let a; G ( V ^ i 2 ) \ ( / i  +  h)< Since 
R  is semiprime, ann#a;n =  ann^rc for any positive integer ra. Note th a t x G 
^i2 \( 'P i U V 2 ) since V ^ i 2 Q ^1 2 , Tl2 fl V\ =  and / 1 2  Pi V 2 = h . Therefore , 
ann^a: C P i fl TV Clearly, ifo i2 +  P £ 23 £  P 4  H P 5 fl • • ■ fl V n. Hence
Rx  12 +  (amiRs) n (Rx  12 +  ^ 2 3) C P £ 12 +  I 3 .
Suppose ^ 2 3  6 ifo i2 +  (ann^rc) fl (R x i2 +  ito 23)- Then £23 E ifa i2 +  / 3. By 
(1.1), Ad — RX23 +  A} T P 3 R x \ 2  T I3  T  V 3 =  V 3 T / 3, and hence Ad =  V 3  T / 3, 
which contradicts (1.2). Therefore .t23 ^ Rx  12 +  (annj?#) n  (i?«i2 +  23). Now,
by the standard argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2.16, £ 2 3  E Ad2 T  / 1  +  V
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By (1*1), Ad — R x 23 T  I 3 d~ Vs  ^  A42 +  I\ +  I 2 +  I3 ~b Rs — Ad2 4 - / 3  +  Rs.  Thus 
M. ~  Ad2 +  I 3  +  Vs- By Nakayama’s Lemma, we have Ad — Is +  P 3 , which 
contradicts (1.2). Therefore Ad — In +  V n. By Lemma 1.2.25 %  =  Ii -fi Ij for all 
i 7  ^j .  The required result follows from (z) and (ii). □
T heorem  1.2 .27 [16] Let R  be a commutative Noetherian ring and V \,  * • • ,V n 
be all the minimal prime ideals of R. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R  s .t .r .f ,
(ii) R  © R  s.t.r.f. as an R-module,
(Hi) R  is one of the following:
(a) R  is Artinian, or
(b) the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) d im R= l and R/V{ is a Dedekind domain and Vi is the only V i -  
primary ideal, for every 1 ^  i ^  n,
(%) (f liU  Pi) +  Pk+i =  f t iC P *  +  Pk+i), for every 1 <  k <  n -  1, i f  
n ^  2 .
(3) R  = Vi + Vj or R /(V i + Vj) is semisimple Artinian, for every 1 ^  i < 
j  ^ n ,  i f n  ^  2 .
Proof. ( i ) =$- ( U )  Obvious.
(u) =>■ (in)  Let R  0  R  s.t.r.f. as an i2-module. By Theorem 1,2.5 we can 
suppose R  is not Artinian. Thus by Corollary 1.2.17, we may assume dim i7=l. 
We may also assume n ^  2 by Corollary 1.2.22.
By Theorem 1.2.16 (1) is satisfied. Under localization at any maximal ideal 
Ad of R  if Vi $£ Ad then ViRM  =  R m  and V{Rm  remains prime otherwise. By 
Lemma 1.2.26, (3) holds in R m > and that both sides of the condition (2) becomes 
AdRM  if Ad contains Vk+i and Vi for some 1 ^  i ^  k . Otherwise both sides will 
equal to R m  Hence (2) and (3) hold globally.
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(m ) =>■ (i) Suppose (1 ), (2 ) and (3) hold. R /y /0 satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 1.2.24 and hence it s.t.r.f.. By Lemma 1.2.21, R  satisfies (u) in Lemma 
1.2.20. Hence R  s.t.r.f.. □
It is not entirely clear to us which non-Noetherian rings s.t.r.f.. But at least 
for a polynomial ring S[X] where 5’ is a commutative domain we can say the 
following:
T h e o re m  1.2 .28 Let S  be a commutative domain. Then the polynomial ring 
R  — S[X] s.t.r.f. i f  and only i f S  is a field.
P roof. (=^) Suppose R  s.t.r.f.. Then the i?-module F  = R  © R  s.t.r.f.. Let 
0  /  a G 5  and let W  be the ideal y / Ra -f R X  of R  and N  be the submodule 
W {a , X ) of F. First we will show that N  =  E p(N ).  Let r, si, s2 belong to R  such 
th a t r k(s i ,S 2 ) G N  for some positive integer k. There exists w G W  such that 
r fc(si,S 2 ) — w {a">X)i i.e. rksi = wa , rkS2 =  w X .  It follows th a t rkS iX  — r ks2a. 
If r =  0 then r (s i,S 2 ) G N.  Suppose tha t r ^  0. Then S iX  ~  s2a. Since a ^  0 
it follows tha t s2 =  X h  for some h € R. Then S iX  =  s2a =  X h a  gives si =  ha. 
Now r*(si, S2 ) =  rk(ha , hX )  — rkh(ayX )  and hence rkh G W .  Clearly (rh)k G W  
and hence rh  G W .  Thus r ( s i , s 2) =  rh (a ,X )  G N.  It follows tha t E p(N )  C N  
and hence E f ( N )  — N.  Since F  s.t.r.f. N  = E p(N ) ~ <  E p (N )  > =  radF (iV). 
Now let K  be a prime submodule of F  such that N C R .  Then W (a yX )  C K  
gives W F  C K  or (a ,X ) G K .  In any case (a ,X )  G K . Thus
R (a ,X )  C radF (N) = N  = W (a ,X ) .
There exists q G W  such that (a ,X ) =  q(a ,X ).  In particular, a = qa so tha t 
q =  1 . It follows tha t W  = R  and hence R  ~  Ra +  R X .  There exist f ( X ), 
g(X )  G R  such tha t 1 =  f ( X ) a  -f g (X )X .  Then 1 =  /(0 )a  and hence a is a unit 
in S.
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(<^ =) If S  is a field then 5[X] is a principal ideal domain and hence a Dedekind 
domain. Thus R  =  S[X] s.t.r.f. by Theorem 1.2.12. □
C o ro lla ry  1 .2.29 Let R b e  a commutative ring. Then the polynomial ring R [X , Y] 
does not s.t.r.f..
P ro o f. Suppose R[X, Y] s.t.r.f.. Let V  be any prime ideal of R. Then the ring 
(R /V )[X , Y] 9* R [X t Y ] /V [X ,Y ]  s.t.r.f., by Lemma 1 .2 .1 . Let 5  =  (R/7>)[X\. 
Then S\Y] =  (R /V )[X ,Y ] ,  so s.t.r.f. but S  is not a field, a contradiction, □
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Chapter 2
PRIME SUBMODULES OF 
MODULES
The aim of this chapter is to investigate prime submodules of modules over 
commutative domains in some special cases. For example, if R  is a Dedekind 
domain and M  is a finitely generated jR-module then prime submodules of M  
are either certain direct summands of M  or submodules N  such tha t M / N  is 
annihilated by a maximal ideal of R  (Proposition 2.1.3). On the other hand if 
R  is a UFD, n a positive integer and a i , . . .  ,an elements of R  which are not all 
zero then it is shown in Theorem 2.2.7 that R ( a i . . .  ,a n) is a prime submodule 
of the free 77-module R ^  if and only if every common divisor of a i , . . .  , an is a 
unit in R.
Again for a UFD R  and n ^  3 , given ot-, 6* € R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t 
1  =  Sibi -fi • * • -f snbn for some s; G R  ( 1  ^  i ^  n), the submodule R (a \ }. . .  , an) -f 
R(bu . . .  ,bn) of #<") is prime if and only if either ai — cb\ ( 1  ^  i ^  n) or every 
common divisor of ai — cbi ( 1  ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R , where c =  s^ai +  * • • +  snan 
(Theorem 2,3.2). As an application we show in Theorem 2.3.12 tha t if R  is a UFD 
and I  is a non-zero ideal of R  then the submodule N  = f7(u i,. . .  , an) +  I(  1 , . . .  , 1)
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is prime if and only if (a) I  — R  and every common divisor of the elements 
ai — ai (2 ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R  or (b) A  — R( 1 , . . .  ,1).
2.1 M odules over Special R ings
P ro p o s it io n  2.1.1 Let R  be a O-dimensional ring and let M  be an R-module. 
Then a proper submodule N  of M  is prime if  and only i f  V M  C A  for some 
prime ideal V  of R.
P ro o f . By Proposition 1.1.2.8. □
A commutative domain R  is called Priifer if every finitely generated non-zero 
ideal is invertible. Given a commutative domain R  it is well known tha t any 
finitely generated torsion-free i?-module is projective if and only if R  is a Priifer 
domain (see [32, Theorem 4.22]).
P ro p o s it io n  2 .1 . 2  Let R be a Priifer domain and let M -be a finitely generated 
R-module. Then a proper submodule N  of M  is a 0-prime submodule if  and only 
i f  M  — A  © A ' for  some torsion-free submodule A ' of M.
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t M  — A ®  N '  for some torsion-free submodule N '  of M .  
Then M / N  =  N l so tha t M /N  is torsion-free. Thus A  is a 0-prime submodule 
of M.
Conversely, suppose tha t A  is a 0-prime submodule of M .  Then the R- 
module M / N  is finitely generated torsion-free so that M / N  is projective and 
hence M  = N  N f for some submodule N ' . Clearly A ' is torsion-free. □
Dedekind domains are precisely Noetherian Priifer domains and have the 
property th a t every non-zero prime ideal is maximal. Combining Propositions 
1 .1 .2 . 8  and 2 .1 . 2  we have the following result.
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P rop osition  2 .1.3 Let R  be a Dedekind domain and let M  be a finitely generated 
R-module. Then a proper submodule N  of M  is prime if and only i f  M  ~  N  ® N f 
for some torsion-free submodule N ' of M  or V M  C N  for some maximal ideal V  
of R.
2.2 C yclic Subm odules o f F
We now fix the following notation. Let R  be a commutative domain, n ^  3 
be an integer and F  be the free module R^nf
L em m a 2.2.1 Let N  be an m-generated submodule of F  for some positive integer 
m  < n. Then (N  : F) = 0.
Proof. Suppose tha t (N  : F) ^  0, i.e. rF  C N  for some 0 r £ R. Let 
S  — # \{ 0 }  an(l let K  denote the field of fractions of R. Then the n-dimensional 
A-vector space =  S ^ F  = S'- 1  A  and S~ l N  is generated by m  elements as 
a vector space over the field K .  Thus n ^  m, a contradiction. □
C orollary 2 .2.2 Let A  be an m-generated submodule of F  for  some positive 
integer m  < n. Then A  is a prime submodule of F  if  and only if the R-module 
F / N  is torsion-free.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1, (A  : F)  =  0. Let F / N  be a torsion-free i?-module. 
Then A  is a 0 -prime submodule of F. Conversely, if A  is a prime submodule of 
F  then the module F / N  is torsion-free by Proposition 1.1.1.3 and Lemma 2 .2 .1 . 
□
P ro p o s it io n  2 .2 .3  Let ai £ R  ( 1  ^  i ^  n) such that R  — Rai~f- • - +  ifan . Then 
_R(a1;. . .  , an) is a direct summand of the free R-module F  =  R ^ . Moreover 
•R(«i,. . .  , a n) is a 0-prime submodule of F.
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P ro o f. There exist st- E R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such that 1 =  +  . . .  -f snan. Let
N  =  {(® i,. . .  , xn) E F  : SiXi H (- =  0}.
Then N  is a, submodule of F. For any r E R, r ( a i , . . .  , an) E N  implies that 
siray © • ■ ■ +  snran = 0, i.e. r(©iai +  • • • +  snan) =  0, i.e r  =  0. Hence 
R (d i1. . .  , an) fl N  = 0. Moreover, for each 1 ^  i ^  ra, the element et-, the 
ra-tuple in which the ith  component is 1 while the others are 0 , belongs to 
. . .  , an) +  N.  For, consider the element
• • • j ®n) ( • * • ; 1 S{d{y . . . , S{drj)
and note th a t e* — s ;( a i , . . .  , dn) E N  because
•Si(—Sid\) T  ■ ■ • T  sz-a;_i) T  Sj(l — S{dj) +  5t'4-i(— +  • • * +  sn(—-st-an)
is equal to —Si(sidi H f sndn) +  Si — —Si +  Si = 0. Thus e* E iZ(cti,. . .  , an) +
N  (1 ^  i ^  n). It follows that F  — jR (a i,... , a n) +  N  and hence F = 
R (d i , . . .  , an) © N. Since F  is free it is torsion-free and the factor module 
F f  R(d \ , . . .  , an) is torsion-free. This implies (R(a i , . . .  , dn) : F) = 0, and hence 
R (d i , . . .  , a n) is a 0 -prime submodule of F . □
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .4  Let di E R  (1 ^  i ^  ra) such thdt dt ledst one of the elements 
di (1 ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R. Then i? (a i , . . .  , an) is a prime submodule of F.
P ro o f. By Proposition 2.2.3. □
C o ro lla ry  2.2.5 Let di E R  (1 ^  i ^  n) and let V  be a prime ideal of R  such 
that R  =  Rdi  +  • — \- Ran © V . Then R{ai , . . .  , an) +  V F  is a V-prime submodule 
o fF .
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P ro o f, The module F f V F  is a free module over the domain R /V .  Let 
N  =  R (au . .. , an)-\-VF. Then N / V F  =  R(ai +  P , . . .  , an + V).  By Proposition 
2.2.3, N / V F  is a P-prim e submodule of the (R fV ym o d n le  F f V F . Clearly it 
follows tha t A/" is a T^-prime submodule of F. □
Let a{ G R  (1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero. By a common divisor of the elements ai 
(1 ^  i ^  n) we mean an element d G R  such that ai = dbi (1 ^  i ^  n) for some 
elements bi ( 1  ^  i ^  n). Clearly d is a common divisor of ot- (1 ^  i ^  n) if and 
only if Rai +  ■ • • +  Ran C R d . Corollary 2.2.2 has the following consequence.
L e m m a  2.2 ,6  Let ai £ R  (1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero, such that N  =  R {a i , . . .  , o„) 
is a prime submodule of F  — R(nl . Then every common divisor o f a{ (1 ^  i ^  n) 
is a unit in R.
P ro o f. Let d be a common divisor of a* ( 1  ^  i ^  n). For each 1 ^  i ^  n there 
exists bi G R  such tha t a; =  dbi. Clearly d ^  0 and . . .  , bn) ~  ( a i , . . .  , an) G 
N. By Corollary 2.2.2, ,bn) G A7", i.e. , 6 n) =  r (c ti , . . .  , a n) for
some r G R . It follows that a; =  drai (1 ^  i ^  n) and hence dr — 1, i.e. d is a 
unit in R. □
T h e o re m  2 .2 .T Let R  be a UFD and let ai G R  (1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero. Then 
N  — R (a i , . . .  , an) is a prime submodule of F  = R^nl i f  and only i f  every common 
divisor of ai ( 1  ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R.
P ro o f. The necessity is proved in Lemma 2.2.6.
Conversely, suppose that every common divisor of a t* (1 ^  i ^  n) is a unit 
in R. Let 0 ^  r  G R, bi G R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t r(& i,... , 6 n) G N ,  i.e.
r ( 6 i , . . .  , bn) =  s (u i , . . .  , an) for some s G R. Hence rbi = sa{ (1 ^  i ^  n).
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There exists 1 ^  j  ^  n such tha t aj 0. Suppose th a t aj is a unit in R. 
Then s = rb ja j 1 and hence rbi =  rb ja j1^  giving bi = b ja jl ai (1 ^  i ^  n). In 
this case
,&„) =  bj a j 1(au . . .  ,a n) e  N.
Now suppose tha t aj is not a unit in R. Let p be any prime divisor of aj. There 
exists 1 ^  k ^  n such tha t p does not divide a However rbk =  sak and rbj =  saj 
together give rajb^ = ra^bj^ so tha t afik = a^bj and hence p divides bj. Now 
rbj = saj gives r(bj/p) = s(aj/p). Repeating this argument we conclude th a t aj 
divides 6?-, i.e. bj — caj for some c £ R. For each 1 ^  i ^  n, rafij = rajbi gives 
bi =  cai. Hence (&i,. . .  ,b„) =  c(a1}. .. ,a n) € N. It follows tha t N  is a prime 
submodule of F. □
We shall call a submodule N  of F  a cyclic prime if N  is a prime submodule 
of F  and TV is a cyclic R-module.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . 8  Let R  be a UFD and let N  be any prime submodule of F  = R ^  
with (N  : F)  =  0. Then N  is a sum of cyclic prime submodules of F.
P ro o f. Let ai E R  (1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero, such tha t ( « i , . . .  ,a n) £ N .  Let 
d be a greatest common divisor of the elements ( 1  ^  i ^  n). Then ai = dbi 
(1 ^  i ^  n) for some elements bi (I ^  i ^  n) of R. Clearly any common divisor 
of the elements bi (1 ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R. By Theorem 2.2.7, R(6 i , . . .  , 6 n) 
is a cyclic prime submodule of F. Moreover, R (a i , . . .  , an) C R(&i,. . .  ,bn) C. N  
by Corollary 2.2.2. The result follows. □
R e m a rk : Let F  denote the free Z-module Z © Z and let p be any prime in Z. 
Then pF  is a prime submodule of F  such that (pF  : F)  =  (p) but pF  is not a 
sum of cyclic prime submodules by Corollary 2 in [7].
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2.3 2-G enerated Subm odules of F
In this section we are interested when N  = R (a i , . . .  , an) +  R(bi , . . .  ,bn) 
is a prime submodule of F  = R^n\  where R  — Rbi -b • • • +  Rbn. Consider the 
submodules
L — R(bu  . . .  ,bn) and U  =  {(rci,. . .  , x n) E F  : s ix i  H b snx n =  0}
of F,  where Si E R  (1 ^  i ^  n) and 1 =  Sibi +  • • • +  snbn. Note first tha t 
F  =  L  ® V  by Proposition 2.2.3. Now N  = N  C\ (L ® L f) =  L  © (IV fl 77). Let 
c — sia± +  • • • +  snan. Then N  C\ L' i£(a — cb), where a  =  (a1}. . .  , an) and 
b — (6 1?. . .  6 n)} and IV =  72(a — cb) © R b , so that IV fl T' =  R (a — cb).
L e m m a  2,3.1 Let R  be a commutative domain and let N  be a submodule o f an R- 
module M  such that the module M /N  is torsion-free. Let L be a proper submodule 
of N. Then L is a 0-prime submodule of N  if  and only i f  L is a 0-prime submodule 
of M,
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t L  is a 0 -prime submodule of M. Then the module 
M /L  is torsion-free and hence the module N fL  is torsion-free, i.e. L  is a 0-prime 
submodule of N.  Conversely, suppose tha t L is a 0-prime submodule of N.  Then 
N /L  and M / N  are both torsion-free iTmodules, so tha t M /L  is torsion-free and 
L  is a 0-prime submodule of M. □
T h e o re m  2.3.2 Let R  be a UFD, let n ^  3 be a positive integer and a^bi E R
(1 ^  i ^  n) such that R  =  Rbi -| b Rbn. Let c =  si<ii -| b snan where Si E R
(1 ^  i ^  n) and 1 =  si&i +  • ■ ■ +  snbn, Then N  = R(a±, . . .  , an) -f R(b\ , . .. , bn) 
is a prime submodule of F  = R W  if  and only if  either ai =  cbi (1 ^  i ^  n) or 
every common divisor of a{ — cbi ( 1  ^   ^ ^  n) is a unit in R.
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P ro o f. W ith the above notation, IV is a prime submodule of F  if and only if 
TV fl V  is a prime submodule of V , because F  =  L  0  L' and N  =  L  © (N  fl U) 
together give F / N  = L ' / ( N  0  L'). Moreover, (N  Pi V  : V )  =  (N  : F) — 0 by 
Lemma 2.2.1. By Lemma 2.3.1, N  fl V  is a prime submodule of U  if and only if 
N  fl L' is a prime submodule of F. Now N  C\ L' = i?(a — cb). Thus IV fl L f is a 
prime submodule of F  if and only if N  fl V  — 0, i.e . ai — cbi (1 ^  i ^  n), or 
every common divisor of a* — cbi (1 ^  ^  n) is a unit in R  by Theorem 2.2.7. □
R e m a rk : Note tha t if N  = R ( a i , . . .  ,an) +  R (& i,... ,bn) where a;, 6 ; G R  
(1 ^  i ^  n) and R  =  Ra\ +  • ■ ■ +  Ran — Rbi +  • • • +  Rbn then in general N  
is not a prime submodule of F  as the following example shows.
E x a m p le  2 .3.3 The submodule N  = 2 (2 ,3 ,5 ) +  2 (2 ,1 ,3 ) of the free Wj-module 
F  = 2<3> is not prime.
P ro o f. Suppose tha t N  is a prime submodule of F. The element (4,4,8) =
(2,3,5) +  (2,1,3) G N .  Thus 4(1,1,2) G N  and hence (1 ,1 ,2) G N  by Lemma 
2.2.1. It is easy to check that (1,1,2) s(2,3,5) + £ (2 ,1 ,3 ) for any s , t  G 2 , a
contradiction. Thus N  is not prime. □
Theorem 2.3.2 deals only with the case n ^  3. If n =  1 then N  =  Ra\ + Rbi =  
R  which is not prime. We now deal with the case n = 2.
P ro p o s it io n  2 .3 .4  Let R  be a commutative ring and let a{,b{ G R  (i — 1,2) 
such that R  — Rbi +  Rb2. Then N  = R (a i ,a 2) +  R(bi,b2) is a prime submodule 
of F  =  R ^  if  and only i f  R(aib2 — a2bi) is a prime ideal of R.
P ro o f . There exist elements Si,S2 G R  such that 1 — sibi +  s2b2. Then F  =  
L 0  L1 where L — R(bi,b2) and Lf — {(;z,y) G F  : Six  +  s2y =  0}. Clearly 
R (—s2, s i ) C L'. Moreover,
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(1,0) = Si(b 1 ,6 2 ) + (-&2X-S2 ,5i) and (0,1) = s2 (&i, h) + b i ( - s 2, si)
together imply F  =  L +  R (—s2} si). It follows that V  =  (A Pi A') +  _R(—s 2 ,s i)  =  
R{—s 2 , s i )•
As before, AT =  L  ® (AT fl A*) and iV fl A  =  f?(ui — c&i,a2 — cb2) where 
c =  Si&i -(- s 2cl2 . Note that (cij — cbi-, ct2 — c&2) =  (^2^1 ~  &2&i)(—^ 2 j ^i) because
—s2(a2bi -  &2 fli) =  - 3 2 a 2 6 i +  s2b2ai
= —s2a2bi 4 - (1 — sibi)ai 
= CLl ~  (Sl<ll +  S2a2)bi 
=  a\ — cbi > and
Si(u2 Z>i — b2ctij = sia2bi — sib2a,i
=  ( 1  — s2b2)a2 — Si6 2ai 
=  a2 — (si<2 i 4 - s2a2)b2 
=  a 2 — cb2.
Note also tha t if r G R  and r (—s2, sx) — 0 then r s 2 =  0, rs i — 0 and hence 
r = r l =  r(sibi 4- s2b2) =  (rsi)Z>i 4- (rs 2 )6 2 =  0.
Let d =  a\b2 — a2b\. Now F  =  A 0  V  and N  =  L  © (Af fl A') give tha t 
F / N  = L ' / ( N  fl A') = R ( ~ s 2, s 1) / R d ( - s 2, s 1) “  R /R d .
Thus N  is a prime submodule of F  if and only if Rd  is a prime ideal of R. □
In Proposition 2.3.4 it is crucial that R  = Rbi 4- Rb2. For, let N  denote 
submodule 21(6,6) 4- 21(10,10) of the free Z-module Z ® Z. Then N  =  Z(2,2) 
and 2(1,1) G Af, (1,1) ^  Af, so that N  is not prime (Corollary 2.2.2). However 
ai = a2 — 6 , 61 — b2 =  10 gives Z (a i6 2 — a 2 6 i) =  0 which is a prime ideal of Z.
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We fix the following notation. Let n be a positive integer, let G R  
( 1  <  i , j  <  n) and let a, — (a»i,. . .  , a*n) £ = F  for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Let
N  =  R eli +  • * • +  R&n be a proper submodule of F. Let A  denote the n x n
m atrix (a#) over R. Proposition 2.3.4 suggests tha t it might be the case tha t N  
is a prime submodule of F  if and only if R[det A) is a prime ideal of R , provided 
that
R  = Ro>ii -f * ’ ' "b Ro>in (2 ^  i ^  Tl) .
The next two examples show that in fact neither of these implications is true.
E xam ple 2 .3.5 With the above notation, Z (3 ,5,7) +  Z (0 ,2 ,1) -f Z (0 ,1,2) is a 
prime submodule of F  =  but detA=9.
P ro o f. Note tha t A  =
3 5 7 
0 2 1 so tha t clearly detA=9. Moreover,
0 1 2
3(1,0,0) -  (3,5,7) -  (0,2,1) -3 (0 ,1 ,2 )  G N,
3 (0 ,1 ,0) =  0(3 ,5,7) +  2 (0 ,2 ,1) -  (0 ,1 ,2) G 2V,
3(0,0,1) -  0(3,5,7) -  (0,2,1) +  2(0,1,2) G N,
and (1,0,0) <-£ N. Thus 3F  C N  ^  F. It follows that N  is a prime submodule of 
F  by Proposition 1.1.2.8 . □
E x a m p le  2 .3 .6  With the above notation, Z (3 ,5 ,7 )+ Z ( 0 , 2 , 1 ) +  Z (0 ,2,1) is not 
a prime submodule of F  — Z ^  but detA=0, which is a prime ideal o f h .
P ro o f. In this case, A
3 5 7 
0 2 1 and clearly detA = 0 .
0 2 1
Since N  = Z (3 ,5 ,7 )+ Z (0 ,2 , 1 ), it follows that (N  : F) = 0. Suppose th a t N  is 
a prime submodule of F,  i.e. the Z-module F / N  is torsion-free. Now 3(1,1,2) =
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(3 ,3 ,6 ) =  (3,5,7) —(0,2,1) GiV gives that (1,1,2) G N , i.e. (1,1,2) =  a (3 ,5 ,7 )+  
6(0,2,1) for some a, 6  G h  and hence 3cc =  1, a contradiction. Thus N  is not 
prime. □
We note the following general fact.
P rop osition  2 .3.7 Let R  be commutative ring, let n be a positive integer, let 
aij G R  (1 <  i , j  ^  n), let a* — ( a n , . . . ,a t-n) G F  = R ^  (1 ^  i ^  n) and let 
N  — R eli +  • • • +  /?an. Let A  denote the n x  n matrix (aij) over R. Then
R(detA) Q ( N : F ) C  y jR (de tA )
Proof. Let B =adjA , the adjugate of the matrix A. Then (detA )/n =  B A ,  where 
In denotes the n X n identity m atrix over R. Suppose tha t B  is the n X n m atrix 
(bij) over R. Then
(detA)e; =  H f 6 inan G N
for each 1 ^  i ^  n. It follows that (detA )F C N ,  i.e. f?(detA) C (N  \ F ).
Let r G (N  : F). There exist elements cy G R  (1 ^  ^  n) such that
rei = cnELi +  f cinan for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Let C denote the n x  n m atrix (cy)
over R. Then r ln = CA. Taking determinants we have
rn = det(CA) =  (detC)(detA) G tf(detA).
It follows th a t (N  : F) C y /R (detA). □
C orollary 2 .3.8 With the above notation, if  R(detA) is a maximal ideal of R  
then N  is a prime submodule of F.
Proof. By Propositions 1.1.2.8 and 2.3.7. □
Next we consider what happens when i^(detA) is a prime ideal of R. We have 
the following result.
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P ro p o s it io n  2.3.9 With the notation of Proposition 2.3.7, let R  be a domain 
and let R (detA ) be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Then N  is a prime submodule 
o f F.
P ro o f. Let r G R, $i G R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t r ( x i , . . .  , £n) G N. Then
r(a?i, . . .  , x n  ^ * T 5na n
for some elements Si G R  (1 ^  i ^  n). In matrix notation, we have
r[xi • • • x J  =  [si ■ • • sn]A.
Let B  =  adjA. Then
• • • Sn\AB — g?[si ■ ■ • <sn],
where d ~  detA. If B  = (6 y) then
~)~ * * * -f" x nbnjj  — ^jd  ^  Rd
for all 1 ^  j  ^  n . Since Rd  is prime it follows that r G Rd  and hence rF  C N  by 
Proposition 2.3.7, or there exist tj  G R  (1 ^  j  ^  n) such tha t +  * • •+  a'nbnj =  
tjd  (1 ^  j  ^  n). In m atrix terms, we have
[^1 ‘ ^n\F = d\ti * •'
and hence
[«!■■• x n]BA = d[ti • • • tn]A
i.e.
d[iLi • • • ■ ■ ■ ^njA.
Since R  is a domain and d ^  0 it follows that [®i • • • x n] =  [$!••• t n] A  and hence 
(&1 , . . .  , x n) — tiELi +  ■ • • +  tna.n G N.  It follows tha t N  is a prim e submodule of 
F. □
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Note th a t Example 2.3.5 shows that the converse of Proposition 2.3.9 is false 
in general, and Example 2.3.6 shows that in general Proposition 2.3.9 is false in 
case det A  =  0.
We now consider 2-generated submodules N  of F  of the form
N  =  R(au  . . .  , an) +  72(6,... , 6 )
where 6 , a{ 6  R  (1 ^  ^  n). More generally, we shall consider when a submodule
N  of the form 72(ai,. . .  , an) +  7 (1 ,...  ,1) is prime , where 7 is an ideal of R, 
First we prove a result which deals with the case a* =  0 (1 ^  i ^  n).
L e m m a  2.3.10 Let R  be a commutative domain. Let I  be an ideal of R. Then 
7 (1 ,. . .  ,1) is a prime submodule of F  =  R ^  (where n 2) if  and only if  1=0 
or I=R.
P ro o f. Suppose tha t 7 =  0. Then 7 (1 ,... , 1 ) =  0 and hence 7 (1 ,.. .  , 1 ) is a 
0-prime submodule of F. If 7 =  R  then 7 (1 ,...  , 1 ) is a 0-prime submodule of F  
since F  =  7 (1 ,...  , 1) © (7, where G =  0 © R (n_1).
Conversely, suppose that N  =  7 (1 ,...  , 1 ) is a prime submodule of F. Now 
7 (1 ,.. .  , 1) C N  implies tha t 72(1,... , 1) C N ,  so tha t N  =  72(1,... ,1) and 
hence 72 =  7, or I F  C N. Suppose that I F  C N.  Let a € I. Then there exists 
b G 7 such tha t a ( l ,0 , . . .  ,0) =  6 (1 , . . .  , 1 ). Hence a =  6  =  0. It follows tha t 
7 =  0. □
We now suppose tha t 72 is a commutative domain, a* E 72 (1 ^  i ^  n), not 
all zero, 7 is a non-zero ideal of 72 and N  = 72(ai,. . .  , an) *+ 7 (1 ,.. .  , 1 ).
L e m m a  2.3.11 Suppose that N  is a prime submodule of F  — 72^ (where n  ^  
2). Then either
(i) I= R , or
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(ii) ai = " '  = an and R  =  Rai +  I .
In any case, N  = R(a±, . . .  , an) +  R( 1 , . . .  ,1).
P ro o f. Note first tha t 1(1, . . .  , 1) C N  gives tha t I F  C N  or (1 , . . .  , 1) £ N .
Suppose first tha t I F  C. N .  Let 0  ^  c € / .  Then
(c, 0 , . . .  , 0 ) =  c(l, 0 , . . .  , 0 ) =  r ( a i , . . .  , an) -J- s ( l , . . .  , 1 )
for some r € R, s £ I. Since c ^  0 it follows tha t r ^  0. Then c = rai -fi s , 
0 =  rai +  s (2 ^  z ^  n), and hence 0 =  r(a2 — a*-), for all 2  ^  i ^  n. It follows 
tha t a2 =  u3 =  • • * =  an. By considering (0,c ,0 , . . .  ,0) 6  IV, we obtain a± = a2. 
Thus a\ — a2 = ••' = an. But we now have
(c, 0 , . . .  , 0 ) =  r ( a i , . . .  , ai) +  s ( l , . . .  , 1 ),
which implies c =  0, a contradiction. Thus I F  AT. Hence (1 , . . .  ,1) E iV, and 
hence
(1 , . . .  , 1 ) =  s ( a i , . . .  , an) +  y ( l , . . .  , 1 )
for some x £ R ,y  £ I. If a; — 0 then y =  1 and hence I  = R. Suppose tha t
x 7  ^ 0. Then x(ai — af) =  0 (1 ^  i < j  ^  n) and hence ai = aj (1 ^  i < j  ^  n).
Moreover, 1 =  xai -f y £ Rai +  I. Thus R  = Ra j +  I.
If I  = R  then clearly N  = R (a i , . . .  , an) +  R( 1 , . . .  , 1 ). Now suppose tha t 
ai = aj ( 1  ^  i < j  ^  n) and 1 =  xai +  ?/ (as above). Then
(1, . . .  , 1) =  x(au  . . .  , an) +  j / ( l , . . .  , 1) G iV.
Thus AT — i2(ai , . . .  , an) +  f£( l , . . .  ,1). □
T h e o re m  2.3.12 With the above notation let R  be a UFD and n  ^  3. Then 
N  = R (a i , . . .  , an) +  / ( ! , . . . , ! )  is a prime submodule of F  i f  and only i f
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(a) I= R and every common divisor of the elements ai — a\ (2 ^  i ^  n) is a 
unit in R } or
(b) ai — ■ ■ ■ =  an and R  =  Ra± -f 7.
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t N  is a prime submodule of F. By Lemma 2.3.11, 
/  =  R  or a\ =  • • • =  an and R  — Rai -f 7. Suppose tha t I  = R  then
N  =  R(au  . . .  , an) +  R{ 1 , . . .  ,1)
By Theorem 2.3.2, ai — • • • =  an or every common divisor of ai — a\ (2 ^  i ^  n) 
is a unit in R.
Conversely, if (6 ) holds then N  =  R( 1 , . . .  , 1 ) and if (a) holds then 
N  =  .. . , an) +  R(  1 , . . .  , 1 ) where any common factor of a* — ai (2 ^  i ^  n)
is a unit. By Corollary 2.2.4 and Theorem 2.3.2, N  is a prim e submodule of F. 
□
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Chapter 3
RADICALS OF SUBMODULES 
OF FREE MODULES
The aim of this chapter is to describe r a d ^ A )  for a given submodule N  
of a module M  in some special cases. If M  =  R  then N  is an ideal of R  and 
ra&m (N )  =  y/N .  If M  R  it has proved difficult to characterize radM(A).
Throughout this chapter all rings will be commutative with identity. We fix 
the following notation. Let R  be a ring. Let n be a positive integer and let F  be 
the free f?-module R^n\  Let x* G F  (1 ^  ^  m), for some positive integer ra.
Then
X £ —  (•E £l?  • 5 3 ' i n )  ( 1  ^  ^ ^  T T l'j
for some Xij We set
*^11  *^ 12  ‘ ‘ * n
•^ 21 ^22 ‘ ' ’ ^2ti
r^o2 ’ ‘ ' 3'm.n
6  M mXn(R).
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Thus the j th row of the m atrix [xi ■ • • xm] consists of the components of the 
element Xy in F.
Let A  = (ciij) G M mxn(R). Let t  ^  m in (m , n). By a t  X t  minor of A  we mean 
the determ inant of a t x  t submatrix of A, that is a determ inant of the form
afii)j(i) ' ' '
where 1 ^  z(l) < ••• < i(t) <  m, 1 <  j ( l )  < ••• < j( t )  ^  n. For each 
1 t ^  mm(??2 ,n),  we denote by Af the ideal of R  generated by the t x  t 
minors of A. Note that Ax = X)"=i Z)Hi ^ a*i — ^  — A 3  2  ■ • * 2  At* where 
k = min{rn , n).
Let F1 be the free Fhmodule for some positive integer n . Let N  =
a finitely generated submodule of F. Then r G rad jp(Ar) if and only 
if [r Xi * • • Xm]t G -\/[0 Xi • • * x m]t for all 1 ^  t ^  m in(m  +  l , n )  (Theorem 3.1.5). 
As an application it is proved in Theorem 3.1,9 that if N  = JDiii ^ x i +  I F  f°r 
some positive integer m  and elements x,- G F  (1 ^  i ^  m ), then r G rad f { N)  if 
and only if [r Xi • • ■ xm]* G \/( [0  Xj ■ * -x m]* +  I)  for all 1 ^  t ^  m in (m  +  l ,n) .  
On the other hand if R  is a UFD, n a positive integer, <2 1 , . . .  , an elements of R  
not all zero and N  the submodule R{au . . .  , a n) of F  = R^n\  then it is shown 
in Proposition 3.1.10 tha t r a d ^ N )  =  i2(61}. . .  ,fen) where 6; =  [px ■ ■ ■ pmai)/ d 
(1 ^  i ^  n), d is a greatest common divisor (gcd) of a i}. . .  ,a n and p i , . . .  ,pm 
are the pairwise non-associate prime divisors of d.
In particular, for a not necessarily finitely generated submodule N  of F  of the 
form i ? (a i , . . .  , an) -f / ( l , . . .  , 1) for an ideal I  of R y radf (N)  =  R{a 1 , . . .  , an) -f 
\ / 7 ( l , . . .  ,1) +  W F  =< E p(N )  > if the ideal Y a - i F{a 1 “  a0  13 equal to R  
(Theorem 3.2.5).
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3.1 C haracterization of th e R adical
In this section we describe radjf?(iV) where N  is a finitely generated submod­
ule of the free module F. First we make a general observation.
Let N  be a proper submodule of any i£-module M. Let V  be a prime ideal 
of R, Then we shall denote by K ( N ,V )  the following subset of M :
K ( N ,V )  =  {m £ M  : cm  £ V M  +  N, for some c £ R \ P },
It is clear tha t K ( N ,V )  is a submodule of M  and V M  +  N  ^  K (N ,V ) .
L em m a 3.1.1 With the above notation, K ( N ,V )  = M  or K ( N ,V )  is a prime 
submodule of M  with V  = (K (N ,V )  : M).
Proof, Suppose K ( N ,V )  ^  M. Apply Proposition 1.2.9 to the module M /N .  
□
C orollary 3 .1 .2  With the above notation, for any submodule N  of M ,  
radM(N) =  P ) : V  is a prime ideal o f R}.
Proof. Clear by Lemma 3.1.1 and the fact that K (N ,Q )  ^  L for every prime 
submodule L  of F  containing N , where Q = (L : M ), a prime ideal of R. □
L em m a 3 .1 .3  Let R  be a ring and F  be the free R-module R(n\  for  some positive 
integer n. Let N  — Rx.i be a finitely generated submodule o f F  where m  < n. 
Then
r £ radF{N) i f  and only if  [r x i • • • xm]* £ y^O x i ■ ■ ■ x m]t (1 <  t ^ m  +  1).
P roof. Suppose tha t r =  ( r i , . . .  ,r„) £ radjp(IV) where r; £ R  (1 ^  i ^  n). 
Let V  be any prime ideal of R. By Corollary 3.1.2, there exist c £ R \V ,S i  £ R  
(1 ^  i ^  to) and pi £ V  (1 ^  i ^  n) such that
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cr -j- •' • -j- smx m "j- p
where p =  ( p i , . . .  ,pn); that is, if x,- =  (za? ■ • • ? ®f«) where Xij € R  (1 ^  i ^  
m, 1 ^  j  ^  n) then
CT{ — "I- <S2‘^ 2i -(-•••-(- S’pnX’jjii T p{ (1 Z ^  77-), (3.1)
Suppose tha t 1 ^  t ^  m +  1 and [Oxi ■ ■ -xm]f C V.  Let 1 ^  z(l) <  ■ ■ • <  i(t — 1) ^
777., 1 ^  j (  1) <  • • • < j ( t )  ^  n. Let
X t =
rm
x i(l)j(l)
rm
which is a t x  t minor of [r xi • • • x m]. Then by (3.1),
cri(i) • ■ • crm
‘T*(l)i(l) * * *
x i(t—l)j(l) * ' ' ^iXi-l)j(t)
S~\rn
2 ^ k = s k &k j { i )  +  -Pj(i) Z_/Jt=l s k x kj ( t ) T Pj ( t )
^UbX1) x i ( l ) j ( t )
X i{ i- m t )
x kj (t ) Pit i) Pj { t )
m
k = l
x i (i)i(i) ■ * * X i { l ) j ( t )
+
i^Xi)i(i) x i { l ) j ( t )
x i ( t - l ) j ( t ) a^p-ipXi) x i ( t - l ) j ( t )
e  V.
Thus X t £ V.  It follows that
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[r x i ■ • • x m]t € y/[0 x i • • ■ x m]t .
Conversely suppose tha t [r x i • ■ • x m]t E Xi ■ ■ ■ x m]t for every 1 ^  t ^  
m +  1. Let V  be any prime ideal of R. It is enough to show th a t r  E K (N , 'P ) i 
by Corollary 3.1.2. If [0 x x • ■ • x m]i C V  then r* € [r Xi • • • x m]i C V  and hence 
r  =  (t*i, . . .  , r m) E V F  C K (N ,V ) .  Suppose that [Oxi • ■ -x^j i  $£ V. Note tha t 
[0 Xi ■ • ■ x m]m-|-i - 0 > Thus there exists 1 ^  i ^  ttl such thcLt
[0 x i • • • x m]t V  but [0 xi * • • x m ]*+ 1 C v .
There exist 1 ^  s(l) < • • • <  i(t) ^  m, 1 ^  j ( l )  < • • • < j ( t )  ^  n such that
®*(i)i(i) • ’ * x i { i ) j ( t )
d =
Xim m Xi
{ v .
By hypothesis, for each 1 ^  j  ^  n.
ro rm  * • •
^ ( lp  *^(1)^ (1)
rm
x i(t)j  1 ) ‘ * * x i(t)j(t)
Expanding this determinant by the first column we find tha t
d>Tj T  £^ ‘(i)3^(i)j T • • ■ T a>i(t)x i [ t ) j  C V j
e V .
where ai(k) = (—l ) fc
r m r m
x i ( i ) m  • ■ x i(l)j(t)
l ) j  (1 ) x i {k-l )j ( t )
x i(k+l)j( l) x i(k+l)j(i)
x i(t)j{i)
, for each 1 ^  k ^  t.
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Note tha t d and a^k) (1 ^  k ^  t) are independent of j .  Thus
drj +  ai(i)^i(ih -----+  € V  (1 ^  j  <  n),
i.e. dr E Rx. 1 +  • • ■ +  R x m +  V F  =  N  +  V F ,  and hence r E K (N ,  V).  □
L em m a 3 .1 .4  Let Mi and M 2 be R-modules and let M  — M i® M 2 =  {(m i, m 2 ) : 
mi E Mi (z — 1,2)}. Let N  be a proper submodule o f M i. Then
m  E radM^N) if and only «/(m , 0) E IV ® 0).
Proof. Suppose first tha t m  E radMi(Ar). Let P  be a prime submodule of M  
such tha t N  © 0 C P. Let P' =  E Mi : (a,’,0) E P}. It can easily be checked 
tha t P' =  Mi or P' is a prime submodule of Mi and N  C P f, Thus m  E P' and 
hence (m, 0) E P. It follows that (m ,0) E radM(IV © 0).
Conversely, suppose tha t (?n, 0) E radM(lV© 0). Let Q be a prime submodule 
of Mi such tha t N  Q Q. Then Q © M2 is a prime submodule of M  with iV©0 C 
Q © M2. Hence (m, 0) E Q © M2 so that m E Q. It follows th a t m  E rad^-^lV). 
□
T heorem  3.1 .5  Let R  be a ring and let F  be the free R-module R^n\  for some 
positive integer n. Let N  = 5D£Li Rxi be a finitely generated submodule of F . 
Then
r E radF(N) if and only if  [r • • • x m]t E \/[0-Xi • • • x m]t 
for  all 1 ^  t ^  m in im  +  1, n ) .
Proof. Let k = m in (m  +  l ,n ) .  Suppose first that k = m  -f 1, i.e. m  < n. By 
Lemma 3.1.3, r E radi?(fV) if and only if [r Xi ■ ■ 'X m]t E -\/[0 Xi • ■ • x m]t for all 
l ^ t ^ k .
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Now suppose tha t k — n, i.e. n ^  m -f 1. Let G = R^m+1\  Let r  =  (j™i, . . .  , r n), 
x, =  (xn ,X i2 t ■ ■ • ,Xin) for some rj G R,Xij G R  (1 ^  ^  m, 1 ^  j  ^  n). By
Lemma 3.1.4,
r G radi?(Ar) if and only if ( r i , . . .  , r n, 0 , . . .  ,0) G radefiV '),
where iV7 =  Y^iLi R (x iii • • • >x in, 0 , . . .  ,0). Now we can apply Lemma 3.1.3 to 
obtain the result. □
R e m a rk : If M  is a Noetherian module over a ring R  then Lemma 3.1.3 
can be used to calculate radAf(O) in the following manner. By replacing R  by 
72/A, where A  is the annihilator of M  in 72, we can suppose th a t M  is a faithful 
72-module. In this case 72 is a Noetherian ring [34, Exercise 7.27].
Now M  is a finitely generated 72-module, say M  = Rrrii -f • • • +  R m n for 
some positive integer n and elements G M  (1 ^  i ^  n). There exists a 
homomorphism
i p : F  = — > M
(ri,...,r„) i—b nmi H-----b r„mn.
Denote K  =  Ker(<p) which is a finitely generated submodule of F. Then
radjw(O) =  <p(radjr(7iQ),
by Lemma 1.2.6.
In practice, the above results can be used explicitly to.calculate radjp(TV), as 
we now demonstrate in a number of examples.
E x a m p le  3 .1 .6  Let 72 be any ring, let m  < n be positive integers and let 
A  =  (aij) be an m  x n matrix with entries in 72 such that A contains an m  x m  
submatrix whose determinant is a unit in 72. Let a; =  (an, ■ ■ ■ ,«m) G F  = 72^
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(1 ^  i ^  m) and let N  = i2ax +  • * * +  i?am. Then
radF(N)  =  {r G F  : [r ax • ■ ■ am]m+x € \/0}
=  N  + VO F.
Moreover, N  is a semiprime (respectively, prime) submodule of F  if and only if  
R  is a semiprime ring (respectively a domain).
Proof. For the m atrix B  =  [0 ax • • • am], we have B m =  R  and hence V&i =  R  
(1 ^  i ^  m). By Lemma 3.1.3,
r € radjr(lV) if and only if [r ax ■ • • am]m+x G V&m+i =  VO.
There exist integers 1 ^  j ( l )  < ■ ■ ■ <  j (m )  ^  n such that
C —
&mj( 1) * * ‘
has determ inant u which is a unit in R. Then C has an inverse D G M m(R). 
Consider the m atrix D A  =  [bx • • • b m] where
bj (^ii) • • • ) i^n) G F  1^ ^  Z ^  TTz).
Since A — C(D A)  it follows that
N  — 7?bx +  • • • +  R b m.
Note tha t D A  contains the m x m  submatrix DC  =  Im, the m x m  identity matrix. 
Thus F  — N  © L where L  is the free submodule of F  with basis consisting of 
the n — m  elements (0 , . . .  , 0 ,1 ,0 , . . .  ,0) with the 1 as the  zth component for all 
i G { 1 ,. . .  } w } \{ j( l) , . . .  It follows that
radi?(IV) =  N  © radx,(0) =  N  +  VOF.
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Moreover, F / N  = L so tha t N  is a semiprime (respectively, prime) submodule 
of F  if and only if 0 is a semiprime (prime) submodule of the free module L and 
this happens precisely when R  is semiprime (a domain). □
E x a m p le  3 .1 .7  Let R  be any ring, let m, n be positive integers and let A  = (a^) 
be an m x n  matrix of rank 1 with entries in R. Let a; =  (a*i,. . .  , a»n) G F  =  R k) 
(1 ^  i ^  m) and let N  = i?ai +  • ■ • +  R&m- Then r =  (?’i , . . .  , rn) G radp(N) i f  
and only if
(i) n  G E L i  Rchk (1 ^  ^  n), and
(ii) riakj — rjaki G \ / 0  ( l < k j  m).
P roof. Let
n  ■ rn 0 •• • 0
a n  • n
and C =
au  • a \n
a  m l 0>mn a m i am n
Then B t =  0 for all 3 ^  t ^  k and Ct = 0 for all 2 ^  t ^  fc, where k = 
m in (m  +  1, n). Now we can apply Theorem 3.1.5. □
As a further application of Theorem 3.1.5, we now calculate the radical of the 
submodule IT (a ,X ) of Theorem 1.2.28. Let J  = Ra -f R X .  Let w G W .  Then 
wk G J  for some positive integer k. If P  is a prime submodule of F  containing 
J ( a ,X )  then wk(a ,X )  G P  gives w (a ,X )  G P. It follows tha t radi^W ^a, A )) =  
radi?(./(a, A)).  Note that
J ( a ,X )  = R ( a \ a X )  +  R(aX, X 2).
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By Theorem 3.1.5, given r i , r 2 € R ,
T1.T2 ( z W
(Vi, r2) G radi?(J(a,X)) -<=>-
glXVi =  a2r 2 and X 2ri =  a X r 2 
r \ , r 2 G.W
*  <
AV* =  nr2 
&  (r i ,r 2) e R {a ,X ).
Thus radjp( J (a , X )) =  R (a ,X ) ,
We can extend Theorem 3.1.5 and to do so we first prove an elementary 
lemma.
L em m a 3 .1 .8  Let A, B, I  be ideals of a ring R. Then A  C y/B  +  I  i f  and only 
i f  (A + 1)11 C ^ ( B  + 1)11.
Proof. Suppose first that (A + I ) / 1  C ^J(B +  I) /1.  Let V  be a prime ideal 
of R  such th a t B  -f I  <= R- Then V / I  is a prime ideal of the ring R / I  and 
(-£? +  / ) / /  C V / I .  By hypothesis, (A +  I ) / I  C V / I  and hence A  C A  +  /  C V. 
It follows th a t A  C y/B  + I.
Conversely, suppose that A  C y/B  + 1. Any prime ideal of the ring R / I  
containing (B  + 1 ) / I  is of the form Q j I  where Q is a prime ideal of R  containing 
B  4- I. Now B  + I C  Q gives A C  Q and hence (A +  I ) / I  C Q /I .  It follows that 
(A + I ) / I C ^ ( B  + I ) / I .  □
T heorem  3 .1 .9  Let R  be a ring and let F  be the free R-module R^nl , for  some
positive integer n. Let I  be an ideal of R  and let N  ~  ]C£Li R ^i  +  fT 1 for  some 
positive integer m and elements x t- £ F  (1 ^  i ^  m). Then
r  € radF(N) i f  and only if  [r x i • • • x m]* £ ^ ( [ 0  x 1 ••*xm]t +  / )  
for all 1 ^  t ^  m in (m  +  l ,n) .
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Proof. Let R* denote the ring R / I  and, for each element r  in R, let r* denote 
the element r  +  I  of R*. For each element f  in F  with f  =  ( / i , . . .  , / n), let f* 
denote the element ( / * , . . .  , /*)  of the free (R /I ) -module (R /I ) (n\  Note tha t 
(_R//)(n) ^  F / I F ,  It will be convenient to identify these two modules and denote 
this module by F*. For any submodule K  of F,  we set K* =  {k* : k G K }  
which is a submodule of F*. Suppose first that N  =  F. Let r E f .  There exist 
elements 6t* € R  (1 <  i <  m), a =  ( a i , . . .  , a„) € IF ,  where G /  (1 <  i <  re) 
such tha t
r =  6]Xi +  h 6mx m +  a.
Then [r Xi ■ • • x m]t G [0 Xi ■ ■ ■ x m]* +  I  for all 1 ^  t ^  m in (m  +  1, n) by standard 
properties of determinants. The result follows in this case.
Next suppose tha t N  ^  F. Let K  be a prime submodule of F  such tha t 
N  C K .  Then I F  C K  and hence K* = K / I F  is a prime submodule of F* 
such tha t N* = R x l  -)-••• +  ifx ^  C K*. Conversely, any prime submodule of 
F* containing N* is clearly of the form L* for some prime submodule L of F  
containing N .  Thus
(rad f»(N*)) = (radpi(iV ))/JJF.
In particular, r G radjr(iV) if and only if r* G radp*(N*). By Theorem 3.1.5,
r* € radi?*(lV*) if and only if [r* x j • ■ • xjj< G y/[0 x j ■ ■ ■ x £ jt
for all 1 ^  t ^  m in (m  -f 1, ra), and by Lemma 3.1.8, this holds if and only if
[ r x r  •• x m]t G \ / ( [ 0 X i - - - x m]t +  7)
for all 1 ^  t ^  m in (m  +  l ,n) .  □
For particular submodules, the radical can be expressed in a simple form. 
Recall th a t in Theorem 2.2.7 we proved tha t if R  is a UFD and a* G R  (1 ^  i ^  n),
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not all zero, then N  — R (a i , . . .  ,an) is a prime submodule of R ^  if and only if 
every common divisor of a; (1 ^  i ^  n) is a unit in R.
P ro p o s it io n  3 .1 .10 Let R  be a UFD, let n be a positive integer, let ai £ R  
(1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero, and let N  be the submodule R (a±, . . .  ,a n) of F  = R ^ . 
Then radp(N) = R (b i , . . .  , 6 n) where bi =  (pi • ■ ■ pma»)/ d (1 ^  i ^  n), d is 
a greatest common divisor (gcd) o / a i , . . .  ,a n, and either d is not a unit and 
Pi? • • > j Pm are the pairwise non-associate prime divisors of d, or d is a unit and
Pi =  • • • =  pm =  1 .
P ro o f. Suppose tha t d is a gcd of ai (1 ^  i ^  n). If d is a unit in R  then 
N  is prime by Theorem 2.2.7 and hence radF(iV) — N  — R (a i , . . .  , an). Now 
suppose th a t d is not a unit in R. Then d =  p j1 • • ■ p^ 71 for pairwise non-associate 
primes pi (1 ^  i to) and positive integers fc; ( 1  ^  i ^  to). For each 1 ^  i ^  n 
there exists a?t* £ R  such that a* =  dxi. Thus ( a i , . . .  ,a n) = d(x i , . . .  , x n) =
Pi .*»)■
Let K  be any prime submodule of F  such tha t N  =  R ( a i , , . .  , an) C K .  
Then p j1 • • ' p ^ R ( x i , . . .  t xn) C K  and hence px • • 'p mR (x i , . . .  , xn) C K .  But 
Pi ' ' " Pm^f^'l j • * • 5 *^ n) — R(^Pl ' ' ' Pm'T 1 ? ■ ■ • ? Pi * * * Pm^n) ~  R(bl ? • . . , 6 n). ^Ve 
have proved th a t R (b i , . . .  , bn) C radi?(N). Note also tha t N  C R (b i , . . .  , bn). 
Next we prove that
. ,bn) =  .. , £n) n p i F n • • • n p mF.
Clearly R (b i , . . .  , bn) C . . .  , x n) C\ p \F  f) • • ■ C\ pmF. Conversely, let r £ R
such th a t r ( ^ i , . . .  , x n) £ p \F  fl ■ • ■ H pmF. For each 1 ^  i ^  to, pi divides rxj 
( 1  ^  j  ^  n) and hence p; divides r, because aq, . . .  , x n have no common prime 
divisor. Since p i , . . .  ,pm are pairwise non-associates it follows tha t p i - - - p m 
divides r. Thus r (x i , . . .  , x n) £ R (b i , . . .  , 6 n) , as required.
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Since (piF : F) =  (pi) is a prime ideal of R  and F /p iF  is a torsion-free R/(pi)-  
module, by Proposition 1.1.1.3, piF  is a prime submodule of F  (1 ^  i ^  m). By 
Theorem 2.2.7, R (x i , . . .  , xn) is prime. Hence the proof is completed. □
A non-zero element r  of a UFD R  will be called square-free if there does not 
exist a prime p in R  such that r  — p2s for some s E R. Compare the next result 
w ith Theorem 2.2.7.
C o ro lla ry  3.1 .11 Let R  be a UFD, let n be a positive integer, let ai 6 R  (1 ^  
i ^  n), not all zero, and let N  be the submodule R ( a i . . .  ,a n) of F  = R^n\  Then 
N  is a semiprime submodule of F  i f  and only i f  any greatest common divisor of 
ai (1 ^  i ^  n) is square-free.
P ro o f. Let d be a greatest common divisor of a; (1 ^  i ^  n). Suppose tha t d is 
square-free. If d is a unit then N  is prime by Theorem 2.2.7. Suppose tha t d is 
not a unit. Then in the notation of Proposition 3.1.10, d =  upi — -pm for some 
unit u in R  and hence bi =  u_1a; (1 ^  i ^  n). In this case, N  = radjr(]V), by 
Proposition 3.1.10, and hence N  is semiprime.
Conversely, suppose tha t N  is semiprime. If d is a unit then square-free. 
Suppose tha t d is not a unit. Then Proposition 3.1.10 gives N  — radjr(iV) =  
R(bi , . . .  ,6n) where =  (pi • • ■pmai)/d  (1 ^  i ^  n). There exists r  £ R  such 
th a t (&i,. . .  , 6n) =  r ( a i , . . .  , an) and there exists 1 ^  j  ^  n such tha t aj ^  0. 
Hence (pi • • • pmaj)/d  =  ra j , so that pi • • • pm =  dr and hence d is square-free. □
3.2 T he R adicals o f Particular Subm odules
In the previous section we gave a description of the radical of a finitely 
generated submodule of a free module. In this section we shall show how to find
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the radical of not necessarily finitely generated submodules of free modules. Now 
suppose th a t R  is a ring and F  is a free i7-module. We begin with a very easy 
case.
P rop osition  3.2 .1  Let I  be any ideal of R. Then
radF(IF )  =  V 7F .
Proof. Let r  E y/l.  Then r k E /  for some positive integer k. Let K  be a prime 
submodule of F  such tha t I F  C K  and x  E F. Then rkx  E I F  C K  and it 
follows th a t rx  E K .  Thus rF  C K .  This implies that rF  C rad f ( I F ) .  Hence 
y / lF  C rad f (IF ).
Conversely, note first tha t if I  =  R  then y / lF  — rad jr(IF ) =  F. Suppose 
th a t I  ^  R. Note that
^ F  = (f]P€aV )F  = f ] v ^ ( 'P F )
where is the collection of prime ideals of R  such that I  C P . Now by Proposition
1.1.1.3, V F  is a prime submodule of F  and I F  C V F  so tha t rad f ( I F )  C V F  for 
all P  E  Tl. Hence rad ^f/T 1) C C lf /^ iV F )  =  \ / l F .  It follows tha t radjp ( /F )  =  
y / lF .  □
C orollary 3 .2 .2  Let R  be a ring with prime radical W} let I  be an ideal of R  
and let N  be a direct summand of F. Then
radF(IN )  = V7N +  W F.
Proof. There exists a submodule N ' of F such tha t F  = N  © N*. Note tha t
F/(VlN + WF) = F/(VlN © WN') “  (N/VlN) © (N'/WN').
By Proposition 3.2.1, iadF(WF) = WF. But WF = WN © WN'. Hence
radjv^H^iV7) =  W N '  by Lemma 1.1.2.4. Thus radjV'/wiV'(0) =  0. Similarly
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radiV/^ j iV(0) =  0. Again using Lemma 1.1.2.4 we find tha t radp/(v7Ar+vvF)(0) =  0, 
i.e. V I N  +  W F  is a semiprime submodule of F. Since I N  C y / l N  it follows 
tha t v&dF(IN )  C V I N  +  W F .
Let r E VT, re E N.  There exists a positive integer k such th a t rk E I .  Let K  
be any prime submodule of F  such that I N  C. K .  Then rkx  E I N  C K  and it 
follows th a t rx  E K . Hence rx  E radF (7IV). It follows tha t y / l N  C radF (7FT). A  
similar argument shows tha t W F  C radF (7IV). Hence y / l N  +  W F  C radjrf/IV). 
Thus radj?(7iV) =  V iW  +  W F . □
Combining Corollary 3.2.2 and Proposition 2.2.3 we have the following result.
C orollary 3 .2 .3  Let R  be a ring with prime radical W} let n be a positive integer, 
let a{ E R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such that R  =  R a i -f ■ ■ ■ +  F an and let a be the element 
(«! , . . .  ,<in) o / R-module F  = R(n\  Then radp(Ia) =  W F  for any
ideal I  of R.
C orollary 3 .2 .4  With the notation of Corollary 3.2.3, the submodule I  a is a 
semiprime submodule of F  i f  and only i f  I  is a semiprime ideal of R  and 
W F  C 7a.
P roof. Suppose first tha t 7 is a semiprime ideal of R , i.e. V I  = 7, and W F C  7a. 
Then clearly
radF (7a) =  7 a +  W F  =  7a,
i.e. 7a is a semiprime submodule of F.
Conversely, suppose that 7a is a semiprime submodule of F . Then
7a =  radF (7a) =  v T a  +  W F,
so th a t W F  C 7a. Let x E VI-  Then rea =  ya  for some y  E 7. It follows tha t 
(re — y)a  =  0, i.e. re E 7. Hence — 7, i.e. 7 is a semiprime ideal of R. □
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This brings us to the main result of this section.
T h e o re m  3.2.5 Let R  be a ring with grime radical W, let n be a positive integer 
and let F  — . Let ai G R  (1 ^  i ^  n), let I  be an ideal of R  and let N  be the
submodule R (a \ , . . .  , an) +  / ( l , . . .  ,1) of F. Let A be the ideal R(&i — &i) 
of R. Then
AradF(N)  C R(a1, . . .  , an) +  y /l(  1 , . . .  , 1) +  W F  C radp(N).
In particular, i f  A  — R  then
radF(N )  -  R (au . . . , an) +  . . .  , 1) +  W F  —< EF(N) > .
P ro o f. Clearly R (a± ,.. .  , on) C N  C i&dF(N). If r  6 \ /7  then rk G I
for some positive integer k. Hence rk( 1 , . . .  ,1) G 1 (1 , . . .  ,1) C N. It follows
tha t r ( l , . . .  ,1) G radjp(Ar). Thus y /l(  1 , . . .  ,1) C ia,dF(N). Moreover, W F  C
x&dF(N )  since IT is a nil ideal of R. Thus . . .  , an) +  \/7 ( 1 , . . .  , 1) -f W F  C 
v&dF(N).
Next, let r  =  ( r i , . . .  , rn) G radF(N) and let 2 ^  i ^  n. We shall prove tha t
(«i — a t-)r G R (a i , . . .  , an) +  VT(1, • • • , 1) +  ITF.
Let V  be any prime ideal of R  such tha t I  C.V. By Corollary 3.1.2, there exists 
c G R \ V  such tha t cr G N  +  P F ,  i.e.
c(r1}. . .  , r„) =  s ( a i , . . .  , an) +  i ( l , . . .  , l )  +  (p1}. . .  ,pn)
for some 5 G R, t G / ,  Pi G 'P (1 ^  i ^  n).
Hence cr; — sai — t +  p; G V  (1 ^  i ^  u). In particular,
c(air,- — a*ri) =  0 1 (5 0 ,- +  i  +  p,-) — a ,- ( 5 0 1  +  £ -f pi) G V.
It follows th a t a^ri — a ^ i  G V  for every prime ideal V  containing I. Hence 
ctiri — airi G V T  for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Let 1 ^  i ^  n. Consider the element
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,u)n) =  ( a i - a i ) ( r i , . . .  , r n) - ( r i - ? - ; ) ( a i , . . .  , a n) - ( a i n - < 2 ; r i ) ( l , , . .  ,1). 
Let 1 ^  j  ^  n. Then
Wn =
1 1 1
ri ri r j
CL j[ CLi£ CL j
Let Q be any prime ideal of R. There exists d G R \Q  such th a t dr G N  +  Q F , 
i.e.
d(ru  . . .  , rn) =  a;(ai,. . .  , an) -f y ( l , . . .  , 1) +  (qu . . .  , qn)
for some x G F , y G / ,  G Q (1 ^  i ^  ra). Now dr* =  xai +  2/ +  <7* (1 ^  ^  ra).
Consider
1 1 1 1 1 1
II'TS clr i dri drj = +  y +  <?i -f y -f ® xaj ^y~\~qj
ai a3 ai ai aj
1 1 1
qx q{ qj € Q.
Thus Wj G Q for every prime ideal Q. It follows that Wj G IT. Hence wj G IT 
(1 ^  j  ^  n ). Thus
(ai -  at-)r =  (ri -  rt-)(a i, . . .  , an) +  (a^; -  atT i ) ( l , . . .  , 1) +  (uq, . . ,  , wn) G
R (a i , . . .  , a n) +  V 7( l , . . .  ,1) +  W F ,
as required. It follows that
(cti — Uj)r G , un) +  V / ( l ,  - • • ? 1) T  ITF,
for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Hence
C F ( a i , . . .  , an) +  VT(1, . . .  , 1) +  ITF,
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for all r  E radJp(iV), i.e.
AiadF(N)  C , a„) +  \ f l (  1 , . . .  , 1) +  W F .
Now suppose tha t A  = R. Clearly
radF (iV) =  R(au . . .  , a„) +  V 7 ( l , . . .  , 1) +  W F.
Let r  E radj?(AQ. Then
r  -  u(au . . .  , a n) +  u ( l , . . .  , l )  +  (z i , . . .  , z n)
= u{a\ , . . .  , an) +  u ( l , . . .  , 1) +  2i(l ,  0 , . . .  , 0) -+-••• -f zn{0 , . . .  , 0,1)
for some u E R, v E \/7 , £ I f  (1 ^  i ^  n). There exists a positive integer
m  such th a t vm E / ,  2 ™ =  0 (1 ^  i ^  n). Note th a t u (a1?. . .  , a n) E iV}
, 1) E N  and 2™(0}. . .  , 0 , 1 ,0 , . . .  , 0) € N  (1 ^  i ^  m). Thus r  E
< E F(N )  > . It follows that rad^TV) C < E F(N)  >  and hence
radF (iV) = <  E f (N)  >.
□
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .6  Let R  be a ring with prime radical W  and let F  =  R ^  for  
some positive integer n. Let a{ E R  (1 ^  i ^  n), let b E R, let I  be an ideal of
R  and let N  be the submodule R{a \ , . . .  , an) -f- . ,6) of F. Let A be the ideal
“  G0* TheU
AradF(N)  C R(a1, . . .  , an) -f V7b( 1 , . . .  , 1) +  W F  C radF(N).
In particular, if  A  = R  then
radF(N )  =  R(a \ , . . .  , an) +  V l b ( l , . . .  , 1) -f W F  = <  E F(N)  >  ,
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P ro o f, Clear by Theorem 3.2.5. □
It is natural to ask what is the radical radf (N)  of a submodule of the form
N  = R(au  . . .  , an) +  I(bu . . .  , bn)
where a;, G 1? (1 ^  ^  ra), /  is an ideal of and R  =  X)”=i R(ai  — a,-). The
only cases we know are the ones dealt with above.
We now give another consequence of Theorem 3.2.5.
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .7  With the notation of Theorem 3.2.5, suppose that A  = R  and 
N  is a proper submodule of F . Then N  is a semiprime submodule of F  if and 
only i f  \ f l  =  I  and W F  C N .
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t y / I  = I  and W F  C N.  Then by Theorem 3.2.5,
radF (A0 -  R{au  • • • , an) +  1(1, . . .  , 1) +  W F  = N.
Conversely, suppose that N  is semiprime, i.e. N  =  rad/? (AT). By Theorem 
3.2.5, W F  C N .  Let a € y/I. Again applying Theorem 3.2.5, we have
ct(l, . . .  , 1) r(<2 i , . . .  , an) T  ^(1, . . .  ,1)
for some r € R, s G I. Clearly rai = a — s (I ^  i ^  n). Then 1 =  S2 (ai — <2 2 ) +
• •' +  sn(ai — an) for some s; £ R  (2 ^  i ^  n) and this gives tha t
r =  r l  =  s 2 r(a 1 -  a2) +  b snr(ai -  an) =  0.
It follows th a t a = s E I.  Hence y / l  C / ,  i.e. y/1 — I. □
The following example shows that the condition A  = R  in Corollary 3.2.7 is 
necessary.
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E x a m p le  3 .2 .8  Let R  = Z, N  be the submodule Z (  1,3,5) +  212(1,1,1) of F  = 
Then \ /7  =  V Z 2  = Z2  =  I  and W F  =  0 C IV but N  is not a semiprime 
submodule of F  because (0,2,4) E ra d p (N )\N .
P ro o f. By Theorem 3.1.5,
Hence rad.p(lV’) =  {(a, a -f 26, a +  46) : a, 6 E Z}.  Thus (0,2,4) E radfr(lV’).
Suppose th a t (0,2,4) E iV. Then there exist s , t  E Z  such tha t (0,2,4) =  
s ( l , 3 ,5)  +  i (2 ,2,2). Hence 5 =  1 and t = —1/2, a contradiction. □
Now, one can ask whether A  = R  is a necessary condition for
As the following example shows this is not the case.
E x a m p le  3 .2 .9  Let R  = Z } F  = Z ^  and let p be a prime number. Let N  
be the submodule R(p, 0,p) +  i 2p( l , l , l )  of F. Then radp(N) = R(p, 0,p) +  
y/Rp( 1 ,1,1) =  R(p, 0,p) +  Rp( 1 ,1 ,1 ) = N  but A  =  Rp ^  R.
P ro o f . By Theorem 3.1.5
since (r, s , r )  =  (u — v)(p, 0,p) +  vp( 1 ,1,1), where r  =  up, s = vp (u ,v  E R ). □
( r i , r 2, r 3) G radJp(A’) &
3ri — r 2,5ri  — r 3,5 r2 — 3r3 E 2Z and 
—2ri +  4r2 — 2r3 =  0.
radjp(Af) — R(a1, . . .  , an) -f VT(1, . . .  , 1) -f W F.
(ri>«™2, r 3) E radj?(lV) &  n  = r3 i r u r 2 E Rp,
so tha t
m d F(N)  =  {(r ,6, r )  : r , s  E =  R(p,0,p) +  i?p(l, 1,1)
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Chapter 4 
MODULES WHICH S.T.R.F. 
AND ENVELOPES IN FREE 
MODULES
Throughout this chapter all rings will be commutative. Let M i, M2 be 
/^-modules such tha t Ml and M2 both s.t.r.f.. Then Mi © M2 does not have 
to s.t.r.f. in general. The aim of section 4.1 is to investigate when Mi © M2 
s.t.r.f.. For example, it is proved in Theorem 4.1.10 th a t if Mi s.t.r.f. and 
M2 is semisimple, then M  =  Mi © M2 s.t.r.f.. Also it is proved in Theorem 
4.1.18 tha t if A is a finite direct sum of cyclic Artinian 12-modules, then the R- 
module R @ A  s.t.r.f,. An application of Theorem 4.1.18 gives tha t the f2-module 
R ®  ( R / M i ^ )  © • • •© ( R / M t ^ )  s.t.r.f. for all positive integers n, fc(l), . . .  , k(n) 
and maximal ideals M i  (1 ^  i ^  n) (Theorem 4.1.19).
The aim of section 4.2 is to describe E m {N) for some submodule N  of an 
i2-module M. But since E m  (TV) is not a submodule in general, it makes the job 
harder. Hence the envelope is described in some special cases. For example, if R  
is a UFD and F  is the free R-module R ^  for some positive integer n and N  is
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a cyclic submodule R (a i , . . .  , an) of F  for some elements cti,. . .  , an of jR, not all 
zero, then E p(N ) — . . .  , where d — gcd(ai , . . .  , an). Corollary 4.2.2
shows tha t actually this coincides with radp(iV).
4.1 M odules W hich Satisfy th e R adical Formula
We begin this section with the following simple observation. We give the 
proof for completeness.
L em m a 4.1 .1  Any cyclic module s.t.r.f.. Moreover, i f  N  is a submodule of a 
cyclic module M  then radM^N) =  Em {N).
Proof. Let M  be a cyclic R-module. Then M  = R / I  for some ideal I  of R , 
and without loss of generality we can suppose that M  = R / I .  Let N  be any 
submodule of M .  Then iV =  J / I  for some ideal J  of R  containing I .  It is not 
difficult to check tha t radm (N) = V J / I  — E m (N). Thus M  s.t.r.f.. □
L em m a 4.1 .2  Let M  be an R-module such that M  s .t .r . f .  Then every homo­
morphic image of M  s .t .r .f .
Proof. Since M  s.t.r.f., radjvf/jv(0) = <  Em /n {0) >  f°r every submodule N  of M .  
Let K  be a submodule of M. Hence rad(M/7f)/(7v//q(0) —< ^(M/if)/(AyiC)(0) >  for 
every submodule N  containing K .  Thus M / K  s.t.r.f.. □
C orollary 4 .1 .3  Let M i, M 2 be R-modules such that Mi 0  M 2 s.t.r.f.. Then Mi 
and M 2 both s .t.r .f .
The converse of the above Corollary is false. For example, if R  is a Noetherian 
domain which is not Dedekind domain then the .R-module R s.t.r.f. but the R- 
module R 0  R does not, by Theorem 1.2.19. But it is true in some cases. Before 
we prove tha t we require a number of lemmas and propositions.
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First for the sake of brevity and convenience we define the following:
D efin itio n  4 .1 .4  We will call a submodule N  of an R-module M  good if
radM{N) = <  EM{N) >  .
Note th a t M  is a good submodule of M .  Moreover every prime (or, more 
generally, semiprime) submodule of M  is good. Note also th a t the module M  
s.t.r.f. if and only if every submodule is good.
P ro p o s it io n  4.1 .5  Let R be any ring and M  be an R-module suck that 
M  = 0 AeA Mx is a direct sum of submodules M \  (A G'A).  For each A G A 
let N \  be a submodule of M \ and let N  =  © AeA N \. Then N  is a good submodule 
of M  if and only i f  N \  is a good submodule of M \ for all X G A.
P ro o f. By Lemma 1.1.2.4. □
L e m m a  4 .1 .6  Let N  be a submodule of an R-module M. Then N  is a good sub- 
module of M  i f  and only i f  the zero submodule is a good submodule of the R-module 
M /N .
P ro o f. By Proposition 1.2.7. □
C o ro lla ry  4 .1 .7  Let M i, M 2 be R-modules and let N{ be a submodule of Mi for  
i= l,2  such that M 1 / N 1 =  M2/Ar2. Then Ni is a good submodule of Mi i f  and 
only i f  N 2 is a good submodule of M 2.
P ro o f. Suppose tha t Ni is a good submodule of Mj. Then the zero submodule is 
a good submodule of M i/Ah, by Lemma 4.1.6. It follows th a t the zero submodule 
is a good submodule of M 2 / N 2 and hence N 2 is a good submodule of M2, also by 
Lemma 4.1.6. □
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Before proceeding to consider when certain direct suriis s.t.r.f. we prove the 
following elementary result.
L em m a 4 .1 .8  Let N  be a direct summand of a module M  and let L be a sub- 
module of N  such that L is a good submodule of M . Then L is a good submodule 
of N.
P roof, Let a; E radjv(L). By Lemma 1.1.1.6, radn (L) C radm (L) —< Em {L) >
and hence x =  r \m i  -f \-rnm n for some positive integer n  and elements n  E R ,
mi G M  w ith r fm;  E T (1 ^  i ^  n), for some positive integer k. There exists 
a submodule N f of M  such tha t M  = N  © N'. For each 1 ^  i ^  n, there exist 
Vi € N , Zi € N 1 such tha t rrii = yi + Zi. Then
x = rxTiii H 1- rnm n = (nyx  H b rnyn) +  ( r ^  H b rnzn)
so tha t x =  riyi  +  * ■ ■ +  rnyn and rfyi E L (1 ^  i ^  n). It follows tha t 
x E< > . Hence L is a good submodule of N.  □
C orollary 4 .1 .9  Let M  be a module such that 0 is a good submodule. Then every 
direct summand of M  is a good submodule.
Proof. Let JV be a direct summand of M. Then M  = N @ N '  for some submodule 
N 1 of M .  Now 0 is a good submodule of N f by Lemma 4.1.8 and M /N  =  N f. By 
Lemma 4.1.6, TV is a good submodule of M.  □
T heorem  4.1 .10  Let M  be an R-module with submodules Mi and M 2 such that 
M i s.t.r.f., M2 is semisimple and M  — Mi ® M2. Then M  s .t .r . f .
Proof. Let 7r2 : M  —y M 2 denote the canonical projection. Let N  be any 
submodule of M. Then 7r2(TV) is a submodule of M2 and hence M2 =  L ® 7r2(TV),
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for some submodule L. Now M  ~  Mi ® L®tv2 (N)  implies tha t M  = (M i® A) +  N  
and hence M / N  = (Mi 0  L )/((M i  ® L) fl N). By Corollary 4.1.7, to prove tha t 
N  is a good submodule of M  it is sufficient to prove tha t (Mi 0  L) Pi N  is a good 
submodule of M i®  L. Let n : M i® L —$■ L denote the canonical projection. Then 
7r((Mi 0  L) fl IV) C L  ft 7T2( N)  =  0, so tha t (Mi ® L) fl iV C M i. By hypothesis 
(Mi ® L) n  N  is a good submodule of M x. Since 0 is a semiprime submodule of 
L it follows tha t 0 is a good submodule of L. By Proposition 4.1.5, (Mi ® L) C\N 
is a good submodule of Mi 0  L. Hence N  is a good submodule of M. It follows 
tha t M  s.t.r.f.. □
C o ro lla ry  4.1.11 Let M  be any semisimple R-module. Then the R-module 
R  0  M  s.t.r.f..
P ro o f. The R -module R  s.t.r.f.. Apply Theorem 4.1.10. □
In particular, Theorem 4.1.10 gives tha t every semisimple module s.t.r.f.. This 
fact is clear, however, because if N  is a proper submodule of a semisimple module 
M  then N  is an intersection of maximal submodules of M  and every maximal 
submodule of M  is prime. Thus every proper submodule of M  is semiprime and 
so is good.
L e m m a  4.1 .12  Let N  be a submodule of an R-module M  and let M. be a maximal 
ideal of R. Then radM(M.kN)  =  M .M  fl radj^(N) for any positive integer k.
P ro o f. Let P  be any prime submodule of M such tha t M kN  C P. Then 
M M  C P o t N C P ,  i.e. M M  n radM( ^ )  C P. Thus
M M  n  radM(N) C radu ( M kN).
Conversely, M kN  C M M  and M M  — M  or M M  is a prime submodule of M. 
Thus T 3 t , d M ( M k N )  C M M .  Also clearly radjw-(A4*W) C rad^-(A^). □
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L e m m a  4.1 .13 Let M  be an R-module and let AA be a maximal ideal of R  such 
that for each x £ M  there exists a positive integer k such that AAkx =  0. Then 
the zero submodule of M  is good.
P ro o f. Let y £ radM(O). Then AAM = M  or AAM  is a prime submodule of M. 
In any case y £ AAM. There exist a positive integer n and elements n  € A4,
yi £ M  (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t y = rij/iH------Vrnyn. For each 1 ^  i ^  n there exists
a positive integer k(i) such that M k^ y i  =  0. Let k =max{fc(z) : 1 ^  i ^  n}. 
Then rkyi =  0 (1 ^  i ^  n). It follows tha t 0 is a good submodule. □
C o ro lla ry  4 .1 .14  Let M  be an R-module and let A 4 be a maximal ideal o f R  
such that for each x £ M  there exists a positive integer k such that A i kx = 0. 
Then M  s .t .r .f .
P ro o f. Let IV be any submodule of M.  Applying Lemma 4.1.13 to the .R-module 
M / N , we see th a t the zero submodule of M /N  is good. By Lemma 4.1.6, N  is a 
good submodule of M.  It follows that M  s.t.r.f.. □
L e m m a  4.1 .15  Let L C. N  be submodules of an R-module M  such that L is a 
good submodule of M  and radM(N) = radM(L). Then N  is a good submodule of 
M .
P ro o f. Let m  £ rad^(iV ). Then m  £ r a d ^ L ) .  There exist positive integers 
n, k  and elements r t- £ R, m,- £ M  such that m =  r i mi  +  ■ ■ ■ +  rnm n and 
r fm i  £ L C N  (1 ^  i ^  n). It follows that N  is good. □
L e m m a  4 .1 .16  Let R  be a quasi-local ring with unique maximal ideal AA and 
let k be a positive integer. Then the R-module R ®  (R /A A k) s .t .r . f .
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P ro o f. Let M  =  12© (R / M k) and let 7Ti : M  —> R  and 7r2 : M  —>■ R / M k denote 
the canonical projections. Let iV be any submodule of M. If iti(N)  =  12 then 
M  =  N  +  (0 © R / M k) so tha t M/iV ^  (0 © R / M k) / ( N  n (0 © R / M k)) which 
is a homomorphic image of R / M k and hence also of R. By Lemma 4.1.2, M /N  
s.t.r.f. and hence N  is good by Lemma 4.1.6. If 7t2(1V) = R / M k then a similar 
argument shows tha t M /N  is a homomorphic image of R . Thus again N  is good.
Now suppose tha t iri(N) R  and 7r2(iV) ^  R / M k. Thus n i(N )  C M  and 
tr2 (A0 C M / M k. Hence N  C m (N )  © tt2 (A0 C M ® ( M / M k) = M M .  Clearly 
M kN  C. R@ Oso tha t M kN  is good in 12© 0. Since R / M k is cyclic it follows tha t 
R / M k s.t.r.f. and hence the zero submodule is good. By Proposition 4.1.5, M kN  
is a good submodule of M . Since N  C M M  and M M  is a prime submodule of M  
it follows tha t radjvf(A^) C M M  and, by Lemma4.1.12, radar (A fkN) — radM(N). 
Thus N  is good by Lemma 4.1.15. □
L e m m a  4 .1 .17  Let R  be a quasi-local ring with unique maximal ideal 
M  and let n, &(1),. . .  , k(n) be positive integers. Then the R-module 
R  © ( R / M kW) © ■ ■ ■ © { R / M kW) s.t.r.f..
P ro o f. Let M  =  R  0  ( R / M k^ )  © ••• © ( R / M k^ ) .  Let M 0 = R , and let 
Mi = R / M k^  (1 ^  i ^  n), so that M  — M 0 © M i © • ■ • © M n. For each 
0 ^  i ^  n, let 7T; : M  -> Mi denote the canonical projection. We prove the result 
by induction on n. If n =  1 then the result is proved by Lemma 4,1.16. Suppose 
th a t n >  1.
Let N  be any submodule of M. If 7r0 (iV) =  Mo then the proof of Lemma 
4.1.16 shows tha t M / N  is a homomorphic image of the 12-module Mi © ■ • • © M n. 
By Corollary 4.1.14 and Lemma 4.1.2, M /N  s.t.r.f. and by Lemma 4.1.6 the 
submodule N  is good. If u f N )  = M{ for some 1 ^  i ^  n then the proof 
of Lemma 4.1.16 shows that M / N  is a homomorphic image of the 12-module
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M '  =  Mo © Mi © • • • © Mi- 1  © M {+ 1 © ■ ■ ■ © M n. By induction on n , M r s.t.r.f. 
and hence N  is good by Lemma 4.1.6.
Now suppose tha t ni(N) ^  Mi for all 0 ^  i ^  n. Then
7V i(N )C M M .
By the proof of Lemma 4.1.16 it follows that N  is good. Hence M  s.t.r.f.. □
T heorem  4 .1 .18  Let A be a finite direct sum of cyclic Artinian R-modules. 
Then the R-module R(& A  s.t.r.f..
Proof. By Exercise 8.49 in [34], it is sufficient to prove the result when R  is a 
quasi-local ring with unique maximal ideal Ad. Since A is a finite direct sum of 
cyclic Artinian submodules, we can write A in the form Rai © * • ■ © Ran. Note 
th a t for every a; (1 ^  i ^  n), Ra, =  i2/ann(a;) as /2-modules, by Lemma 7.24 in 
[34]. Thus the ring jR/ann(at-) is Artinian and hence Noetherian for all 1 ^  i ^  n. 
Therefore A is a Noetherian module and has a finite composition length. There 
exists a positive integer k such tha t AAkA  — 0 . By Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.1.17, 
R  © A s.t.r.f.. □
The same argument proves the next result.
T heorem  4.1.19 The R-module R  © (R / M © • • • © (R /A A n ^ )  s.t.r.f. for  
all positive integers n, fo( l ) , . . .  ,k (n ) and maximal ideals Adi (1 ^  i ^  n) (not 
necessarily distinct).
T heorem  4 .1 .20  Let R  be a one dimensional Noetherian domain. Then
(i) the R-module R@  R  s.t.r.f. i f  and only if  R  is a Dedekind domain,
(ii) the R-module R  © (R f A ) s.t.r.f. for every non-zero ideal A  of R.
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P ro o f, (z) By Theorem 1.2.19.
(u) Let A  be any non-zero ideal of R. Since R  is one dimensional it follows 
tha t the ring R / A  is Artinian. Thus the /2-module R / A  is cyclic Artinian. Now 
we can apply Theorem 4.1.18. □
Note th a t if 5  is a Noetherian domain which is not Dedekind and R  is the 
polynomial ring S[X] then the /2-module R  0  (R / R X ) does not s.t.r.f.. For if 
/2© (22/R X )  s.t.r.f. then so too does its homomorphic image (22/R X )  0  (R /R X ) .  
In this case the 5-module 5  0  5  s.t.r.f. and hence 5  is a Dedekind domain by 
Theorem 1.2.19, a contradiction.
The same argument gives the following result.
L e m m a  4.1 .21 Let R  be a Noetherian ring and let V  be a non-maximal prime 
ideal o f R  such that the R-module /2 0  (R /V )  s.t.r.f.. Then the domain R / V  is 
Dedekind.
The converse of Lemma 4.1.21 is false. We now give an example of a two- 
dimensional local Noetherian domain 22 and a prime ideal V  of 22 such th a t the 
ring R / V  is a PID (hence Dedekind) but the 22-module 22 0  {R /V )  does not 
s.t.r.f..
E x a m p le  4 .1.22 Let F be a field and let 22 =  F[[X, F]], the ring of formal power 
series in indeterminates X , Y  over F. Then 22 is Noetherian local domain with 
unique maximal ideal M  = R X  +  221© Let M  denote the R-module 22© (/2//2F). 
Then M  does not s.t.r.f..
P ro o f. Let 22 =  R / R Y .  Then 22 =  ^[[X]] which is a PID. For each r E 22, 
let r  denote the element r +  R Y  of 22. Let N  be the submodule M ( Y , X )  of 
M .  We shall show that radjiffA) =  R Y  © R X .  Let P  be a prime submodule 
of M  such th a t M ( Y , X )  C P. Then M M  C P  or (T,X)  € P . In any case,
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(Y, X ) E P . Thus, L = R ( Y ,X )  C radM-(iV). Since iV C L  it follows tha t 
radM (N) =  rad m (L)-
Let Q be a prime ideal of R  such that Y  £ Q and let Q be any Q-prime 
submodule of M  (i.e. (Q : M ) ~  Q). Then Q M  = Q 0 ((Q +  R Y ) / R Y )  C Q and 
also y ( 0 ©( t f / t f T ) )  =  0 C Q  implies tha t 0 ® (R /R Y )  C Q . Thus Q @ (R /R Y )  C 
Q. Since M /(Q (B (R /R Y ))  = R /Q  it follows that Q =  Q ® (R /R Y ) .  Thus L Q 
since Y  ^ Q.
Let Q be a prime ideal of R  such that Y  E Q. Then Q =  R Y  or Q — M  be­
cause R Y  is prime and R / R Y  =  F[[X]]. Thus radM(L) =  K ( L ,R Y )  C\K(L, M )  
by Corollary 3.1.2. Since L  C M M  — M @ ( M / R Y ) ,  we have K ( L , M )  =  M M .
Let a, b £ R  such that (a, b) E K ( L ,R Y ) .  Note tha t for all c E R \ R Y  
there exist 0 ^  f { X )  E T’tPyl] and r E R  such tha t c = f ( X )  +  rY.  Moreover, 
f ( X )  = X ku for some integer k ^  0 and unit u in F[[X]]. Thus we can suppose 
tha t X k(a,b) E l f  (R Y )M  = L + Y M  = R ( Y ,X )  +  (R Y  0  0) =  R Y  © R X ,  
i.e. X ka E R Y  and X kb E R X , i.e. a E R Y .  Thus K ( L ,R Y )  C R Y  0  R. But 
X ( R Y  ® R ) C R Y ® R X  = L + (R Y )M  gives that R Y  ® R  C K (L , R Y ) .  Thus 
K (L , R Y )  = R Y ® R .  Now
radM(iV) =  radM(T) =  K (L , R Y )  n  K (L , M )
=  { R Y ® R ) n M M  
=  R Y & R X .
Now (Y, 0) =  Y(l ,  0) and Y2(1,0) =  Y ( Y ,X )  E N.  Thus (Y,0) G< E M(N)  >. 
Suppose th a t (0,X) E< EM(N)  >,  i.e. (0,X)  =  r i(su I i) +  •*• +  rn(sn, t n) 
where rk(s i , tn) E N ,  for some positive integers n ,k  and elements n ,  Si,ti E R  
(1 ^  i ^  n). Suppose tha t r , s , t  E R ,m  E M  and rk(s ,t)  — m(Y, X )  for some 
positive integer k. Then rks = m Y  and rkt = m X .  If r is a unit then (s, t )  E N.  
Suppose r E M .  Then m s X  =  rks i  = m Y t  = 0 so tha t m s  E R Y , since R / R Y
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is a domain. If m € R Y  then rkt = 0 gives rt  =  0. Suppose m  £ R Y .  Then 
s =  Y si gives rkY s i  = m Y  so that m  =  rkSi, hence r kt — rks iX .  Either 
r £ R Y  and rt = 0 or r ^  R Y  and t = s i X  gives rt £ M s i X  C M X .  Thus 
in any case rt £ M X .  It follows that nU £ M X  (1 i ^  n) and hence 
X  — ritx -f ■ • * +  rntn = u X  for some u £ M .  Then ( 1  — u)JV =  0 so X  =  0, i.e. 
X  £ R Y ,  a contradiction. Thus (0,X) £< Em (N) >. It follows tha t M  does 
not s.t.r.f..
Note tha t L  — R ( Y ,X )  is good because (Y, 0 ) =  Y(1,0) and Y 2 (1,0) =  
Y ( Y , X )  £ L, ( 0 , X)  = (Y ,Z ) - (Y ,0 ) =  l(Y ,Z ) +  ( - Y ) ( l ,  0) where 12 (Y ,X ) € L,  
( - Y ) 2 (1 , 0 ) =  Y ( Y , Z ) E L .  □
4.2 T he Envelopes in Free M odules
Let F  be a free module of finite rank and let IV be a finitely generated 
submodule of F.  One can ask if we can describe Ep( N)  in some nice way. This 
will be the aim of this section.
It seems sensible to begin with the case of a UFD R  and a cyclic submodule
N.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2.1 Let R  be a UFD and let F  be the free R-module R ^  for some 
positive integer n. Letai £ R  ( 1  ^  i ^  n), not all zero, and let N  be the submodule 
R ( a \ , . . .  ,a n) of F. Then Ep( N)  = \ /R d (gf - , . . .  , where d = gcd(«i , . . .  , an).
P ro o f. If n — 1 then F  = R, N  =  Rai, d = ai and Ep( N)  =  y/Rd = y / R d ^ ) .  
Now let n ^  2  and r £ y/Rd. Then rk — sd for some s £ R. Hence
rk( f> * ■ ■ > ) =  5 (<H> • • • > an) e  N
and it follows tha t r ( ^ - , . . .  , £*) £ Ep(N) .  Thus
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Conversely let i, a;,* G -ft (1 ^  i ^  n) such that
tm(x i , . . . , « „ ) =  u;(ul5. . .  , a„) 
for some positive integer m  and w G ft. If t =  0 then 
t(xu ... ,xa) = (0,... ,0) = 0(f,...
Suppose tha t t ^  0. Now f 71#; =  wai (1 ^  ^  n) so that
tm(xiaj — Xjdi) — 0
and hence X{dj =  Xjdi (1 ^  i < j  ^  n), because tm ^  0. Let ft- — ^  (1 ^  i ^  n). 
Then
=  Xjbi ( 1  ^  i < j  ^  n).
There exists 1  ^  i ^  n such that ge; 7  ^ 0 and hence ft ^  0. Consider the equations 
Xibj — Xjbi (1 ^  j  ^  w). Let p be any prime which divides ft. Because ft 
( 1  ^  i ^  n) are coprime, there exists 1 ^  j  ^  n such tha t p \  bj. Then X{bj =  Xjbi 
gives p divides Xi. Now consider the equations
( j ) b j  =  x3( ~ )  ( 1  sj j  <  n).
Repeating this argument we find tha t b{ divides ®,-, i.e. X{ =  ybi for some y G ft. 
For each 1 ^  j  ^  n, Xjbi = x ^ j  — ybjbi which gives that xj = ybj. Hence
(®i,. . .  , a n) =  y(bi, . . .  , 6 n).
Now t(xu . . .  ,xn) = ty(l?i,. . .  , 6 n) and
fmy(6 i , . . .  , bn) =  w(au . . .  , an) =  wd( f t , . . .  , 6 n).
In particular, t my = wd. Hence (ty )m G ftd and ty  G \/ftcL Thus
t(x  1 , . . .  , x n) =  ty(bu  . . .  , bn) G \ /#d(&i , . . .  , 6n) =  . . .  , ^ ) .
It follows tha t EF(N)  C y/Rd(^f .^ . .  , 2-p-). □
C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .2  Let R be a UFD and let F  be the free R-module R^n\  for some 
positive integer n. Then every cyclic submodule N  of F  is good. Moreover,
radF{N) = EF(N).
P ro o f. Let at* G F  (1 ^  i ^  n) and let N  =  f t (n i , . . .  , o„). If a,* =  0 (1 ^  i <  n) 
then radF(AQ =  0 and hence rad2?(JV) — EF(N).  Suppose th a t a* ^  0 for some 
1 ^  i ^  n. Let (a?i}. . .  , x n) G radF(iV). Then
Xi G s /R a i  +  • • • T Ran
and Xiaj — XjU{ for all 1 ^  ^  n, by Theorem 3.1.5.
Let d denote the gcd of a i , . . .  , an and 6 * =  ^  ( 1  ^  i ^  n). Then ^ 6  ^ =  Xjbi 
for all 1 ^  i < j  ^  n. By the argument given in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1 we 
have, (rci,. . .  , x n) =  w(bi, . . .  , 6 n) for some w £ R. Let p be any prime divisor
of d. Then ai G Rd  C Rp (1 ^  ^  n) gives ftai H +  ftan C ftp and hence
■sjRat +  • ■ • +  Ran C ftp, because ftp is a prime ideal. Thus Xi G ftp for all 
1 ^  i ^  n. But a;; =  (1 ^  i ^  ?^ ) so tha t p divides wbi for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Since
the elements 6 4- ( 1  ^  i ^  n) are coprime, there exists 1 ^  j  ^  n such tha t p does 
not divide bj and hence p divides w. Thus w G Rp for every prime divisor p of d 
and it follows tha t w G \/R d .  Thus
( a i , . . .  , x n) G y/Rd(bu . . .  , bn) C ^ ( i V )
by Proposition 4.2.1. Therefore radF(AT) C EF(N).  But it is well known that 
E f (N)  C radF(iV), and so the result is proved. □
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P ro p o s it io n  4 .2 .3  Let R  be a UFD, let F  be the free R-module R^n\  let ai G R  
(1 ^  i ^  n), not all zero, let B be an ideal of R  and let N  be the submod­
ule ,a n) of F. Then Ep( N)  = \^Bd(bi, . . .  ,bn), where bi =  ^  and
d = gcd(a i , . . .  , an).
P ro o f. Let x G 's/Ed] then x  ^ — bd, for some 6  G B find, positive integer k. Hence
. . .  , =  b(au  . . .  , an) G N  ■
and it follows tha t . . .  , ^ )  G Ep(N) .  Hence y/Bd(bi, . . .  , 6 n) C Ep(N) .  
Let r, Xi G f? (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t r m(£ i , . . .  , a;n) =  6 ( a i , . . .  , an) for some 
b G If r  =  0 then r ( x i , . . .  ,®„) =  (0, . . .  , 0) =  0(&i,. . .  ,bn) G VBd{bi , . . .  ,&„)■ 
Suppose th a t r  /  0. Now rmXi =  1 ^  ^  n. Thus rm(x{aj — £ja;) =  0
( 1  ^  j  ^  n). Since r m ^  0, Xiaj =  Xjai ( 1  ^  i < j  ^  n). Thus =  ®j6 t-
(1 ^  i < j  ^  n). By the argument given in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, we find 
tha t ( x i , . . .  , x n) — y(6 i , . . .  , 6 n). Thus r ( x i , . . .  , ®„) =  ry(&i,. . .  , bn). Hence
rmy(bu  ■ ■ • , K ) = K au  • * • »On) =  6 d(&i,. . .  , bn).
Thus rmy =  bd and (ry)m G Bd. Therefore ry  G and ry(bi , . . .  ,bn) G
A ) .  □
Next we show that if R  is a UFD then certain 2-generated submodules of free 
/^-modules of finite rank are good.
T h e o re m  4 .2 .4  Let R  be a UFD, let n  ^  3 be a positive integer and ai, bi G 
R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such that R  — Rbi +  • • • +  Rbn. Let c = -f .. ■ +  snan 
where Si G R  (1 ^  i ^  n) and 1 =  s\bi +  ■ • • +  snbn. Let d be any gcd of 
the elements ai — cb{ ( 1  ^  i ^  n) if  aj — cbj ^  0  for  some 1 ^  j  ^  n, and 
otherwise let d =  1. Let N  denote the submodule R (a i , . . .  , an) -f R{b\ , . . .  ,bn) 
of F  =  R(n) . Then radp(N)  =< Ep( N)  > =  R(bi, • ■ • ,bn) +  R( f i ,  .. ■ , / n) where
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fi  — Cpi * * — cbi)/d (1 ^  i ^  n) and either d is not a unit and p i , . .. ,pm
are the pairwise non-associate prime divisors of d, or d is a unit and pi =  • • • =  
pm — 1 . I n  particular, N  is a good submodule of F.
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t a; — cbi = 0 (1 ^  i ^  n). Then N  =  R(bi , . . .  ,bn) 
which is a direct summand of F  and hence is prime by Proposition 2.2.3. The 
result follows in this case.
Let a  =  (a1}. . .  , an), b =  (&i,. . .  , bn) and L = Rh.  Then F  = L  0  V  where 
V  is the submodule {(aq . . .  , ®n) G F  : s\Xi -f ■ ■ • -f- snx n =  0}, by Proposition
2.2.3. It follows tha t N  = N C \F  = L(B (N  fl L'). By Lemma 1.1.2.4, rad F{N) = 
radl {L) ® radi/(iV fl V )  =  L  ® radjr/(Ar ft V ).  Moreover, by Lemma 3.1.4,
radL/(iV fl L ') = L'H  radF(N  fl V ).
By the remarks at the beginning of section 2.3, N  n V  =  R {a — cb) and by 
Proposition 3.1.10,
{ N  Pi V  if d is a unit # (/i)*  • • ,/n ) otherwise
where d is a gcd of a{ — cb{ (1 ^  i ^  n), and, in case d is not a unit, fi  — 
( p i ' ■ ■ Pm)(<3; — cbi)/d where p i , . .. ,pm are the pairwise non-associate prime di­
visors of d. Thus radJp(A^) =  R{b\ , . . .  , bn) +  R ( f i ,  • .. , / n)» as required.
If d is a unit in R  then
radF (iV) =  R b  +  R(a — cb) — R s l R b — N  C <  E F {N) > ,
so th a t radF (iV) = <  E F{N) > . Suppose that d is not a unit in R. Then 
(P i '" P m )k — sd for some positive integer k and element s E R. Therefore 
(pi ■ ■ •Pm)/s-1( / i ,  ■ ■ • , f n) =  5(a  -  cb) E N. It follows tha t
{ f l , . . .  , fn) = {P i- 'P m )((a i - c b i ) / d , . . .  ,{an -  cbn)/d) E EF(N)
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and hence radjp(Ar) C <  Ef (N)  >. Thus radj^TV) = <  E p (N ) > and N  is a good 
submodule of F. □
Compare the following result with Theorem 2.3.2.
C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .5  With the notation of Theorem, N  =  R ( a i , . . .  ,a n) +
jR (6i,... ,6n) is a semiprime submodule of F  i f  and only if  either a; =  cbi 
(1 ^  i ^  n) or every common divisor of ai — cbi (1 ^  i ^  n ) is square-free.
P ro o f. Suppose first that ai =  c&j (1 ^  z ^  n). Then N  is a direct summand of 
jF, by the proof of Theorem 4.2.4, and hence a prime submodule of F. Suppose 
th a t aj — ebj ^  0 for some 1 ^  j  ^  n  and d is a greatest common divisor of 
ai — cbi (1 ^  i ^  w) where d is square-free. By Theorem 4.2.4,
radjp(A^) =  R(bu  . . .  , bn) +  R ( f u  
=  Rh  +  i?(a — cb)
=  RsL + R b  = N,
Thus N  is a semiprime submodule of F.
Conversely, suppose that N  is a semiprime submodule of F.  Suppose tha t 
ai cbi for some 1 ^  i ^  n. By the proof of Theorem 4.2.4, NC\Lf =  radp(Arn T /), 
and hence
R[a j cb\ j ■ ■ * j cbjfj ■ (^i cbi, . .  . , an cbn)R
(in the notation of Theorem 4.2.4). Since ai — cbi ^  0 it follows th a t d = upi • • • pm 
for some unit u, i.e. d is square-free. □
Next we give an example to show that in Theorem 4.2.4 the condition 
R  = Rbi +  •••-+- Rbn is necessary.
E x a m p le  4 .2 .6  Let R  be the UFD h[X] and let N  be the submodule K (4,2X ) +  
R(2X, X 2) of the free R-module F  = R(2\  Then N  is not a good submodule of F.
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P ro o f. Let J  denote the (maximal) ideal R2-\-RX.  Then N  =  J(2 , X ). We saw 
on page 52 th a t radf (N)  =  77(2, X ). On the other hand, in Theorem 1.2.28 we 
proved th a t <  Ep{N )  > C  E f ( \ / J ( 2,77)) =  y /J (2,77) /  77(2,77). Thus N  is not 
a good submodule of F. □
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2 .7  Let R  be a domain and let I  be an ideal o f R. Let F  =  77^ 
for  some positive integer n and let N  be the submodule 7 (1 ,. . .  ,1) of F , Then 
radF(N) = V 7 ( l , .. • , 1) =  Ef (N).
P ro o f. Let K  be any prime submodule of F  such tha t N  C K .  Then 7 (1 ,.. .  ,1) C 
K  so th a t I F  C K  or 77(1,... , 1) C 77. By Proposition 2.2.3, 77( 1 , . . .  , 1) is a 
prime submodule of F. Hence
radjr(iV) =  i? ( l , . . .  , 1) n  radf ( IF )  = R( 1 , . . .  , 1) fl \T lF  
by Proposition 3.2.1. Hence
radp(iV) =  V 7 ( l , . . .  , 1).
Let x € ••• ,1); then x = s ( l , . . .  ,1) for some s G V7. Now sra G 7 for
some positive integer m  and hence sm( l , . . .  , 1) G 77, i.e. x  G E p(N ).  It follows 
tha t radj?(iV) C Ep{N )  and hence radJp(Ar) =  Ep{N).  □
C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .8  Let R  be a domain and let I  be an ideal of R . Then the sub- 
module 7 (1 ,.. .  ,1) of the free R-module F  =  77^ is semiprime if  and only if  
v 7 =  7.
P ro o f. By Proposition 4.2.7. □
The situation for 2-generated submodules is more complicated. Let R  be a 
UFD and let F  be the free 77-module R(2K Let a{j G R  (1 ^  i , j  ^  2) and let
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N  be the submodule -ft(an ,a i2) +  -^(^2 1 5 ^2 2) of F. Suppose first tha t a n a 22 — 
«i2 <^2 i 7  ^ 0- Let d denote the gcd of the elements £%■ ( 1  ^  i , j  ^  n ). Let bij —
(1 ^  h j  ^  w) and let X  denote the set of elements ( r i , r 2) in F  such tha t
R
ri r2 ri r 2
bn b\ 2 62i b22
C R A , where 0 7  ^ A = bn
^12 1 an 0-12
b2i ^22 ~  d? ®2 l a22
P rop osition  4 .2 .9  With the above notation,
E p (N ) = { r ( s i ,s 2) : r , s i ,5 2 E R ,r k = td and ( t s i , t s 2) E X  for some positive
integer k and some t € R}.
P roof. Let r ,u ,v  € R  where rk(u, v) E N  for some positive integer k. Let e 
denote the gcd of u and v. Thus
r(u, v) = re( f ,  J) and (re)k( ^  J) E N.
Hence without loss of generality u and v are coprime. There exist x ,y  E R  such 
tha t
rk(u,v) = x(a l u a12) +  y(a2i , a 22) '
=  xd(bn , 612) +  yd(b2 i, b22)
i.e.
rku =  d(xbn  +  y&2i) and rkv = d(xb12 +  yb2 2 )
Thus d divides both and r ftu. Since u and v are coprime it follows tha t d 
divides r k, i.e. r k € Rd  and hence =  td, where t R. Then
tu  — xbn  +  ?/621 and tv — xb i 2  +  j/622.
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Thus tub22 — tvb 2 i =  xA ,  i.e.
U V u V
t = x A  and similarly t
&21 ^22 6 u  612
Thus r, o, v have the required properties.
Conversely suppose /  G F , where /  =  r(s i, s2), rk =  td  for some k ^  l , t  £ R  
and t ( s i ,S 2 ) G X . Then
tsi t s 2 t s 1 tS2
=  x A  and
bn 612 &21 2^2
for some x ,y  £ R. Thus
^ i &12 — ^ 2 6 1 1  =  a;A, and ts i 6 22 — is 2 6 2i =  yA.
This implies that
isi(&i2 &2 i -  &2 2&11) =  (®&2i -  y&n)A and ts 2 (6 126 2i -  6 n&22) =  ( 2 6 2 2  -  y&i2)A. 
Since A ^  0, we have i(s i ,$ 2) =  y(&n,&i2) — a(&2ij&2 2)- Now
r fc(sl 5 5 2) =  dt(su s2) =  y (a n ,a i2) -  2 (0 2 1 , 0 2 2 ) € iV.
Thus /  G Ef {N) and the result is proved. □
Now we consider elements a# G T1 (1 ^  i>j ^  2), not all zero, such tha t 
o n o 22 — oi2 a2i =  0. Then there exist coprime elements 6 , c in R  (possibly 6  — 0  
or c =  0  but not both) such that (0 1 1 , 0 1 2 ) =  0 (6 , c) and '(0 2 1 , 0 2 2 ) =  v(b, c) for 
some u ,v  G R . Thus
#(0 1 1 , 0 1 2) + #(0 2 1 , 0 2 2) = # 0 (6 , c) + Rv(b,c)
= (Ru  -f #w)(6 , c)
and so we can deal with the case in Proposition 4.2.3.
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Dauns [4], [5] defines a submodule N  of M  to be semiprime if N  = E m {N). 
Recall th a t when N  is semiprime radf (N)  = E p(N )  is proved in Lemma 1.1.2.2. 
In fact the converse of Lemma 1.1.2.2 is false as the following result shows. The 
result is based on an example in [11].
P ro p o s it io n  4.2 .10 Let S  be a domain, let R=S[X] and let F  be the free R- 
module R ^ . Let 0 ^  a £ S , let W  ~  \ f  Ra  -fi R X  and let N  denote the submodule 
W(a,X) o f F. Then N  = Ef {N). Moreover, N  is semiprime i f  and only i f  a is a 
unit in S.
P ro o f. N  =  E f (N)  by the proof of Theorem 1.2.28. If N  is semiprime then 
N  = radf (N)  =  Ep{N)  =< Ep{N)  > . Again by the proof of Theorem 1.2.28, a 
is a unit.
Suppose tha t a is a unit in S.  Then W  = R  and N  =  R ( a , X )  = R ( l , a ~ l X )  
which is a direct summand and hence a 0-prime submodule of F,  by Proposition
2.2.3. Thus N  is semiprime. □
Let R  be a domain and let F  = R ^  for some positive integer n ^  2. Let 
• • • , din) (1 ^  i ^  n) and let N  denote the submodule Ra* +  • • • +  R b.u
of F.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2.11 With the above notation, let A denote the n x n  matrix (0 ^) 
over R  and let A =  detA. Suppose that R A  is a non-zero semiprime ideal of R. 
Then N  = Ef (N).
P ro o f. Let r, Si (1 ^  i ^  n) be elements of R  such tha t rk( s i , . . .  , s n) £ N  for 
some positive integer k. There exist elements aq £ R  (1 ^  i ^  n) such tha t
r* ( s i , . . .  , sn) = rciai + -----1- z na n. ■
We can write this equation in m atrix notation as follows:
rk[si • • ■ sn] = [aq • • ■ x n]A.
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Let adj A  denote the adjugate of A  and recall that A(adjA) =  (adjyl)^ =  A /n, 
where In is the n x n  identity matrix. Then
r k[si ■ ■ • <sn]adjv4 =  [xx * * • x n]A In = [(Aa?i) ■ • • (A®n)].
Let [ti • • • tn] =  [si ■ ■ ■ s ja d j  A  For each 1 ^  i ^  n, rkt{ = A x i  gives (rti)k £ R A  
and hence rti =  A f o r  some z\ £ R. Thus
r[si • • • sn]adjA =  r[tt ■•■*„] =  A[zx • • • zn\.
Now
r[si ■ • ■ sn](adjA)A — A[zx • • • zn]A
gives rA [si ■ • ■ sn] — A [z\ • ■ • zn]A, so that r[si ■ • • sn] = [z\ • ■ ■ zn]A. In other 
words,
(^ l^j ■ ■ • 5 n^) — 1^®-1 T * ' ' T z n<\>n £  N .
It follows tha t E F(N) = N.  □
Note tha t in Proposition 4.2.11 the condition R A  is non-zero is necessary, as 
the following example shows.
E x a m p le  4 .2 .12  Let N  denote the submodule Z (4 ,0,4) +  Z (0 ,4 ,4 ) +  Z (4 ,4 ,8) 
of F  = Then EF (N) =< EF(N)  > =  radP(N) ^  N .  But S A  =  0 which is 
a semiprime ideal o f h .
Proof. By Theorem 3,1.5,
( r i , r 2 , r 3) £ T&dF(N)
- - -
n ^2 rs 0 0 0
4 0 4
6
4 0 4
0 4 4 0 4 4
4 4 8 4 4 8
- - i \ - -
where 1 ^  t  ^  3.
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Hence
radf {N) = {(2a, 26,2(a +  6)) : a, 6 6 2} .
For any element x =  (2a,26,2(a +  6)) G isAp{N), note th a t 22(a,6, a +  6) =  
a (4 ,0,4) -+■ 6(0,4,4) G N.  Hence x G EF(N).  Oil the other hand, for example 
(2,2,4) G radj^AT), but (2,2,4) N.  Therefore
E f (N)  = <  E f (N)  >= vB,dF{N) =£ N.
□
P rop osition  4 .2 .13  With the notation of Proposition 4.2.11 with R A  is non­
zero semiprime, suppose that R  is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain and 
A ^ O , Then N  is a semiprime submodule of F.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3.7, R A  C (N  : F ). But the ^/.RA-m odule F / N  is 
semisimple and hence N  is an intersection of maximal submodules, i.e. N  is 
semiprime. □
D efin ition  4 .2 .14  Let R  be a commutative ring and M  be any R-module. A 
submodule Q of M  is called primary if  whenever r G R, -m G M  and rm  G Q 
then m  G Q or rk G (Q : M ) for some positive integer k.
P rop osition  4 .2.15 Let R  be a commutative ring. Let M  be any R-module and 
Q be a V-primary submodule of M . Then
< E m {Q) > =  Q d~ P M.
P ro o f. Note first tha t for any submodule N  of M,
V(iv : M )  C (<  EU (N)  > : AT). 
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Thus Q +  V M  C <  Em{Q) >•
Conversely, suppose rm  G Em{Q)> Then there exists a positive integer k 
such tha t rkm  G Q • Since Q is ^-prim ary this implies th a t either m  G Q or 
rk G \ / W  : Af) =  “P. If m G Q then rm  G Q. If rk G -\/W  : M ) = V  then r  E V  
and hence rm  G V M .  In any case rm  G Q -f- V M .  Thus Em{Q) C Q -f V M .  
Therefore
< Em (Q) Q T VM .
□
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Chapter 5 
CHAIN CONDITIONS IN 
MODULES WITH KRULL 
DIMENSION
In this chapter rings are not assumed to be commutative. Gordon and Rob­
son proved tha t any ring with Krull dimension satisfies the ascending chain con­
dition (ACC) on semiprime ideals (see Theorem 5,1.9). But this result does not 
hold for modules in general. In particular it is proved in Theorem 5.2.6 tha t if 
R  is the first Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 then there are Artinian 
R-modules which do not satisfy the ACC on semiprime submodules. The aim of 
this chapter is to investigate when Gordon and Robson’s result holds for modules. 
For example, if R  is a P I -ring then any A-module with Krull dimension satisfies 
the ACC on prime submodules (see Theorem 5.2.11), and if R  is left Noetherian, 
also the ACC on semiprime submodules (see Theorem 5.3.2).
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5.1 On K rull D im ension
Let R be a ring and M  be an .R-module. The Krull dimension of M  will be 
denoted by k(M) .  The Krull dimension of a ring R  is defined to be the Krull 
dimension of the left R-module R and will be denoted by 'k(R).
In this section we will give some relevant properties of Krull dimension which 
will be used later. For the definition and other basic properties of Krull dimension 
see [8], [9] and [29].
D efin itio n  5.1.1 An element c in R is called regular (or a non-zero-divisor) 
provided cr ^  0 and rc ^  0 for every non-zero element r in R. I f  I  is a proper 
ideal of R  then C(I) will denote the set of elements c in R  such that c+I is a regular 
element in the ring R /I .  Clearly c £ C (I) i f  and only i f  for any r £ R>cr € I  or 
rc £ I  implies r £ I .
P ro p o s it io n  5 .1.2 [29, 6.3.5 Proposition] A semiprime ring with Krull dimen­
sion is a left Goldie ring.
L e m m a  5.1 .3  [8 , Ex.ISF] Let R  be a ring with Krull dimension. I f V  is a prime 
ideal of R, and I  is an ideal with I  D  V  then k ( R / 1 )  < k ( R / V ) .
P ro o f. The non-zero ideal I / V  of R j V  is essential in the prim e right Goldie 
ring R / V .  So I / V  contains a regular element c +  V  in R /V .  Since in the 
chain {(c +  V ) n( R / V)  : n is a positive integer } the factors are all isomorphic to 
(R / V ) / ( ( c R  +  V ) / V ) ,  we have
k ( R / I )  ^  k ( (R / V) / ( { cR  + V ) / V ) )  < k (R / V ) .
□
T h e o re m  5 .1 .4  [9, Theorem 7.1] Any ring R with Krull dimension has the as­
cending chain condition (ACC) on prime ideals.
Proof. Suppose V\  C V 2 are prime ideals of the ring R. By Lemma 5.1.3, 
k ( R /V 2 ) <  k (R/ V i ) .  Therefore an ascending chain of primes in R , V\ C V 2 C 
■ ■ ■, gives a decreasing sequence of ordinals, k ( R /V  1) >  k ( R /V 2 ) >  • ■ •, which is 
not possible. □
L e m m a  5.1.5 [9, Proposition l . f ]  A module with Krull dimension has finite 
uniform dimension.
P roof. Suppose the result is false. Amongst the modules for which it fails, 
choose one, M , of minimal Krull dimension, a  say. Clearly a  ^  0. Suppose tha t 
M  D © ^  A{ for non-zero submodules For each non-negative integer n set 
M n = A(%nj) and consider the infinite chain Mo D M \ D M 2 D ■ ■ •. Each
factor Mi/Mi+i is an infinite direct sum and yet has Krull dimension less than
or equal to a. By minimality of a , k(Mi fMi+1 ) =  a. Hence, by the definition of 
Krull dimension, k (M)  > ck, a contradiction. □
The following lemma is needed to prove Theorem 5.1.8.
L e m m a  5.1 .6  (K o n ig ’s unendlichkeitslem m a)[15, Chapter VI] Let 
(Si, 5 2 ,.. .  be an infinite sequence of disjoint non-empty finite sets and -< be a 
relation in S\ U 52 U • * • such that whenever n is a positive integer and x E 5n+i, 
there exists a y 6 5n such that y x. Then there exists an infinite sequence
mi, x 3, . . .  such that x n £ Sn (n =  1 ,2 , . . . )  and £ 1  -< X2 -< x 3 . . . .
P rop osition  5.1 .7  [9, Proposition 7.3] In a ring R  with Krull dimension there 
are only finitely many prime ideals minimal over any ideal. In particular each 
semiprime ideal is a finite intersection of prime ideals.
Proof. Let I  be an ideal of R  and 5  be the intersection of all prime ideals of 
R  containing I. Then since R j S  has Krull dimension, R f  5  is a semiprime left
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Goldie ring, by Proposition 5.1.2. Therefore, as is well known, the zero ideal of 
R / S  is a finite intersection of primes of R / S .  Hence there are only finitely many 
minimal primes over S  and S  is their intersection. □
T heorem  5.1 .8  [9, Theorem 7.7] Any ring with ascending chain condition (ACC) 
on prime ideals has AC C  on finite intersections of prime ideals.
I
P roof. Let R  be the ring and So C S\  C S2 C • • • an infinite strictly ascending
r
chain of ideals, each being a finite intersection of primes. Let Sf denote the set 
of primes of R  minimal over Si. From the assumption on S{: it follows tha t the 
set Sf must be finite and Si = r V eS|
The aim is to apply Lemma 5.1.6 to a suitable directed graph (?, producing 
an infinite ascending chain of primes. The vertex set of G is V  =  U S o^f- ^he
set V  is clearly infinite. An edge in G is an ordered pair (V, Q) where V  C. Q and
V  e  S\, Q €  s !+ 1  for some i. The index i is uniquely determined when it exists; 
for if V  6 and j  > i then 5*+i C S j  C V  C Q, contradicting the description of 
Q. This same argument shows tha t every vertex has finite index. Also note that 
G has no closed paths.
Consider the finite paths from some vertex in to a vertex V.  Since the 
set is finite for any fixed i, it follows tha t there is a longest such path;
say it has length n. Then we call n the height of P . If V  ^ 5q then the 
set {Q  € V  : ( Q, V)  is an edge} has finite cardinality greater than 0. An 
easy induction now shows tha t there are only finitely many vertices of height n. 
Hence Lemma 5.1.6 asserts the existence of an infinite path, which is similar to 
the existence of an infinite strictly ascending chain of primes. □
The following theorem is the result of Theorem 5.1.8.
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T h e o re m  5.1.9 [9, Theorem 7.6] A ring with Krull dimension has the A C C  for  
semiprime ideals.
5.2 P rim e Subm odules
Recall tha t for any submodule N  of M  ann(M /N ) is denoted by (N  : M ), 
i.e. (N  : M ) =  {r £ R  : r M  C N }. Thus a proper submodule N  of M  is prime 
if and only if (N  : M )  =  (N  : L) for any submodule L of M  properly containing 
N.
Before we extend Gordon and Robson’s result which was given in Theorem 
5.1.9, we note the following.
L e m m a  5.2 .1  Let R  be any simple ring. Then the following statements are 
equivalent for an R-module M.
(i) M  is Noetherian.
(a) M  satisfies A C C  on semiprime submodules.
(in) M  satisfies AC C  on prime submodules.
P ro o f, (i) => (ii) =£> (m ) Clear.
(Hi) (?) It is easy to check tha t every proper submodule of M  is prime. 
Thus (Hi) implies (i). □
Let R  be any ring. An i?-module M  will be called uniserial if M  has a unique 
finite composition series. The next two lemmas are presumably well known but 
we give their proofs for convenience.
L e m m a  5.2.2 Let R  be any ring. Let M  be an R-module with a maximal sub- 
module N  and a simple submodule S  ^  N  such that N  and M /S  are both uniserial. 
Then M  is uniserial.
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Proof. Let 0 =  Nq C S  = Afi C • • * C Nk  =  N  be the unique composition series 
of N .  Then 0 =  N i / S  C N 2/ S  C • • ■ C N k / S  C M / S  is the unique composition 
series of M / S .  Clearly M  has finite composition length. Let L  be any non-zero
submodule of M .  Suppose that L  D S  = 0. Then L  fl N  =  0 since S  is essential
in N .  Thus L </£ N  and hence M  = L  -f S. In this case, N  = ( N  Pi L)  +  S  — S', 
a contradiction. Thus L f] S  ^  0, so that S  C L  and hence L / S  = M / S  or 
L / S  =  N i / S , i.e. L  — M  oy L  = Ni for some 1 ^  i ^  k. Therefore M  is 
uniserial. □
L e m m a  5.2 .3  Let R  be any ring. Let M  be an R-module such that there exists a 
chain of submodules 0 =  M o  Q  M i  C M 2 C ■ • • C [ J n>1 M n =  M  with M n / M n- 1 
simple and M n uniserial for all n ^  1. Let N  be any proper submodule of M .  
Then N  = M n for some n ^  0.
Proof. There exists a positive integer k  such that Mk <£ N .  Let n be the least 
integer such tha t M n N.  Then n ^  1. Thus Mn_i C iV so tha t M n- \  C 
N  fl M n C M n. Since M n/M n- 1 is simple it follows th a t N  n  Mn — Mn_i. 
Suppose tha t N  fl M s ^  Mn_i for some s > n, and choose s as small as possible. 
Then N  fl M s- 1 =  M n- i  gives N  fl M s $£ Ms_ i. Because Ms/M s_i is simple and 
M s is uniserial, we have N  H M s ~  M s. Thus Mn C M s C N ,  a contradiction. It
follows th a t N  fl M s = Mn_i for all s >  n and
N  =  N r \ M ^ N n  ( U ^ !  M s )  =  U  s^ i ( N  n  M s )  =  M n- i .
□
Let k  be any field of characteristic 0. Then A i ( k )  denotes the first Weyl alge­
bra consisting of polynomials over k  in indeterminates x, y subject to 
xy  — yx  = 1 (see [8], [29]).
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L e m m a  5 .2 .4  Let k be afield of characteristic 0 and let R  = Ai (k) .  Letp  £ k[y\. 
Then the R-module R j R ( x  — p) is simple.
P ro o f. Let L be a left ideal of R  properly containing R(x  — p). Since 
R  = k[y] -f k[y]x +  k[y]x2 +  ■ • • it follows tha t R  = k[y] -fi R(x  — p). Thus 
there exists an element 0 f ( y )  £ L. Now
f ( y )  = x f {y)  -  f ( y ) x = (x ~  p) f (y)  -  f ( y ) i x ' - p )  e  L,
Repeating this argument we obtain L C\ k ^  0, i.e. L — R. Thus R(x  — p) is a 
maximal left ideal of R  and hence R /R ix  — p) is a simple R-module. □
The next result is due to McConnell and Robson [28]. We give here an ele­
mentary proof.
L e m m a  5.2.5 Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R  — A \{k). Let p} q be 
distinct members of k[y]. Then the R-module R / R ( x  — p)(x — q) is uniserial if  
and only if  p — q ^ k.
P ro o f. Suppose first tha t p — q £ k. Then
(a -  p)(x -  q) =  ((® -  q) -  (p -  £))(® “  q)
= ( x - q ) 2 - ( p - q ) ( x - q )
= (x -  q f  -  (x -  q ) ( p ~ q )
=  i x -  q ) i i x -  q)  -  (p  -  q))
= ix - q ) { x ~~p)-
In this case,
R / R ( x  — p)(x — q) =  (R(x — p ) / R(x  — p)(x — q)) © (R(x — q) /R(x  — p)(x — q)).
Thus R j R ( x  — p)(x — q) is not uniserial.
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Conversely, suppose that p — q ^ k. Note that
(x -  q)y -  y(x  -  q) =  (xy -  yx)  +  (yq -  qy) = 1,
so th a t we can make the change of variable x x  — q and suppose without loss 
of generality tha t q = 0. Note tha t in this case p k. By Lemma 5.2.4, Rx  and 
R ( x —p) are both maxim alleft ideals of R.  Moreover, R x / R ( x ~ p ) x  =  R /  R ( x —p). 
Thus the R-module R j R { x  — p)x has length 2. Suppose there exists a left ideal 
L  such tha t
R =  Rx  +  L and Rx  fl L = R(x — p)x.  - (5-1)
Then 1 — f x  £ L  for some /  £ R.
We now claim that
x n £ k[y]x -f R(x  — p)x (5-2)
for all positive integers n . Note that x — Lt +  0& and x 2 = px -f (x — p)x so tha t 
(5.2) holds for n  =  1,2. Suppose tha t m  ^  2 is a positive integer such tha t (5.2) 
holds for 1 ^  n ^  m. Consider
z m+i =  ®m- 1[(a:2 — pa?) +  p®]
— x 7n~1 (x2 — px)  +  x m~lpx
=  x m~1 (x 2 — px) + (pxm~l -f a0 +  aix  4------ f am- 2 x m~2)x
for some a* £ fe[y] (1 ^  i ^  m  — 2). Thus
^m+i ^ j ^ x _  -f k[y]£m-1 +  ■ ■ ■ +  k[y]x C R(a; — p):c +  k[y]x
by the induction hypothesis. Hence (5.2) holds for all positive integers n.
Combining (5.1) and (5.2) gives g £ &[j/] such tha t 1— gx  £ L. Now a:(l— gx)  £ 
L  so tha t x — (gx +  g')x £ L, i.e. (1 — g')x — gx 2 £ T, where </ is the derivative
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of g in k[y]. Now
(1 -  g' -  gp)x =  (1 -  g')x -  gx2 +  g(x 2 -  px) £ R x  D L
and hence (1—g'—gp)x £ R ( x —p)x.  This implies tha t l —g'—gp £ R ( x —p)C\k[y] = 
{0}. Since p £ k it follows that 1 — g' — gp f=- 0, a contradiction. Thus there does 
not exist a left ideal L of R  satisfying (5.1), This proves th a t R / R ( x  — p)x  is a 
uniserial fh-module, as required. □
T h e o re m  5.2.6 Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R  = Ai (k) .  Let 
{pn : n ^  1} be any collection of elements of the polynomial ring k[y] such that 
P m  ~  P n  £ k for all 1 ^  n < m  < oo. For each positive integer n let B n denote 
the submodule R(x  — p™)-1 • • • (x — p i)-1 of Q, the quotient division ring of R } let 
B  = (Jn^i and M = B /R . Then
(i) R  is a simple Noetherian domain,
(ii) 0 C B i / R  C B 2/ R  C • • • C (Jn>1 B n/ R  = M  are all the submodules of M, 
(in) M  is Artinian, and
(iv) M  does not satisfy A C C  on prime submodules.
P ro o f. It is well known tha t R  is a simple Noetherian domain (see [8, Corollaries 
1.13 and 1.15] or [29, 1.3.5]). Clearly
R  =  Bo C B t  C £ 2 C • • • C |J B n =  B .
n^l
Moreover, B i / R  = R(x — pi)~l j R  =  R / R ( x  — pi) which is a simple ^-m odule 
by Lemma 5.2.4, and for any n ^  2,
B n/ B n - 1  =  R(x  - P n ) - 1 **' ( ® - p i ) _1/jR(a; “ pn- i ) _1 ■ ■ * (a; - p i ) -1 
=  R / R ( x —pn),
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which is simple. Now for each n ^  1,
B nj R  = R / R ( x  pn).
If n =  2, R / R ( x  — pi)(x  — pf) is a uniserial A-module by Lemma 5.2.5. If n ^  3 
then B n/ B i  =  R / R ( x  — pf) • •• (x — pn) which is uniserial by induction on n and 
B n- i / R  is also uniserial by induction on n. By Lemma 5.2.2, B n/ R  is uniserial 
for all n ^  1. Now Lemma 5.2.3 gives (u). Clearly (in)  follows and by Lemma 
5.2.1 so too does (iv). □
Contrast Theorem 5.2.6 with the following result.
T h e o re m  5 .2 .7  Let R  be a ring such that every left primitive homomorphic 
image is (left) Artinian. Let M  be an Artinian R-module. Then M  satisfies ACC  
on semiprime submodules.
P ro o f. If M  does not contain any prime submodules then the result is true 
vacuously. Now suppose tha t M  contains a prime submodule. Let $  be the set of 
all submodules of M  which can be expressed as an intersection of a finite number 
of prime submodules. By the minimal condition, $  has a minimal member K , 
say. There exist prime submodules K \ , . . .  , K n such tha t
K  = K i  n • ■ * n K n.
Let L  be any prime submodule of M .  Then
K  =  k x n  • * • n  K n 2  L n  Ki  n  • • ■ n K n e
By the minimality of K  we have K  — L fl K\  fl • • • D K n. Hence K  C L. Thus K  
is contained in any semiprime submodule of M.
Consider K \.  Now K\ ^  M  and hence there exists a submodule U of the Ar­
tinian module M , containing Ah, such tha t U/Ah is simple. Let V  = ann(I//A h).
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By hypothesis, the ring R / V  is simple Artinian. But V ( M / K i )  — 0, because 
Ki  is prime, and hence M / K \  is semisimple. Thus M/ K{  is semi simple for all 
1 ^  i ^  n. Being Artinian, M j K i  is Noetherian for all 1 ^  i ^  n. Hence M j K  
is Noetherian. It foil ows tha t M  satisfies ACC on semiprime submodules. □
Recall th a t if R  is a ring which satisfies a polynomial identity, i.e. a P I - ring 
for short, then every left primitive image of R  is Artinian [29, 13.3.8]. For the 
definition and basic properties of PJ-rings see [29]. In particular, note tha t if V  
is a prime ideal of a PI - ring R  then the ring R / V  is (left) Goldie [29, 13.6.6]. Our 
next aim is to show tha t if R  is a P I- ring then any P-module M  with arbitrary 
Krull dimension satisfies ACC on prime submodules.
D e fin itio n  5 .2.8 Let R  be a prime left Goldie ring. Let M  be a left R-module. 
Then the singular submodule of M  is given by
Z ( M )  =  {m  6 M  : cm  =  0 for some c € C(0)}.
M  is called a torsion module i f  M=Z(M), and M  is called torsion-free i f  Z(M)=0.
D efin itio n  5 .2.9 A proper submodule N  of M  is called strongly prime if  
V  — [N  : M ) is a prime ideal of R  such that the ring R / V  is (prime) left 
Goldie and the left (RfV)-module M /N  is torsion-free.
L e m m a  5.2.10 (See [27, Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.8]). For any ring R, 
any strongly prime submodule of an R-module is prime. Moreover, the converse 
holds i f  R  is a Pi-ring.
This brings us to the main result of this section.
T h e o re m  5.2.11 Let R  be a Pi-ring and let M  be an R-module with Krull di­
mension. Then M  satisfies A C C  on prime submodules.
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P ro o f. Let K \  C i f 2 C / { 3 0 - '  be any ascending chain of prime submodules 
of M.  For each i ^  1 let Vi = (Ki : M ), so tha t Vi is a prim e ideal of R  and 
M / K i  is a torsion-free module over the prime Goldie ring R /V i.  W ithout loss of 
generality, K i = 0 and V\  =  0.
Suppose tha t k(M)  =  ck, for some ordinal a  ^  — 1. We prove tha t M  has 
ACC on prime submodules by induction on a. If a — — 1 then M  — 0 and there 
is nothing to prove.
Now suppose tha t a  ^  0 and that the result holds for jR-modules of Krull 
dimension less than a. Note tha t 0 — V\  C V 2 G V 3 C • • • is an ascending chain 
of prime ideals of R.  Suppose that Vt ^  0 for some t ^  2. By [29, 13.6.4] Vt  
contains a non-zero central (and hence regular) element c. Now
M D c M D  c2M  D ■ ■ ■
is a descending chain of submodules of M  and hence k(csM /c s+1 M ) < a  for 
some 3 ^ 1 .  Note tha t because M  is torsion-free (Lemma 5.2.10), csM/c?+1M  =  
M / c M  and hence k ( M/ c M)  < a. But cM  ^  K t , so tha t k ( M / K t ) < a. Now
0 =  K t / K t C K t+1/ K t C I<t+2 / K t C ■ •. 
is an ascending chain of primes in M / K t . By induction on ck,
K nj  K t — K n+1 /  Kf = K n + 2  /  Kt =  • • ■ ,
and hence K n =  K n + 1 — K n + 2 =  * • • for some n ^  t.
Otherwise, Vi =  0 (i ^  1). Thus M / K i  is a torsion-free f?-module for all 
i ^  1 by Lemma 5.2.10. Now K\  C K 2 Q K 3 C * • • is an ascending chain of 
submodules of a module M  with finite uniform dimension by Lemma 5.1.5, and 
hence there exists q ^  1 such tha t Ki is essential in Ki+ 1 for all i ^  q. But 
this implies tha t ATf 1 / Ki  is torsion and hence Ki =  Ki+i for all i ^  q, i.e.
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K q =  Kq+i =  K q+2 =  • ■ •. Therefore M  satisfies the ACC on prime submodules 
□
Modifying the proof of Theorem 5.2.11 somewhat we have the next result.
T h e o re m  5.2.12 Let R  be a ring which satisfies A C C  on prime ideals and let M  
be an R-module with Krull dimension. Then M  satisfies A C C  on strongly prime 
submodules.
P ro o f. Let K i  C K 2 Q K 3 C • • • be any ascending chain of strongly prime 
submodules of M .  W ith the notation of the proof of Theorem 5.2.11, V \  C 
V 2 Q  Vz  C ■ ■ ■ is an ascending chain of prime ideals of R.  By hypothesis, 
Vt  =  Vt+i =  Vt+2 — •' ’ f°r some positive integer t. There exists s ^  t such tha t 
K{ is essential in Ki+i for all i ^  5. But M / K i  is torsion-free as a module over 
the prime left Goldie ring R /V i -  Thus K% = K{+1 for all i ^  s. □
C o ro lla ry  5 .2 .13 Let R  be a ring with left Krull dimension and let M  be an 
R-module with Krull dimension. Then M  satisfies AC C  on strongly prime sub- 
modules.
P ro o f. By Theorems 5.1.4 and 5.2.12. □
In particular, if we take M  — R  in Corollary 5.2.13 we have the following 
result:
C o ro lla ry  5 .2 .14  Let R  be a ring with left Krull dimension. Then R satisfies 
A C C  on strongly prime left ideals.
If R  is a ring with left Krull dimension and V  is a prime ideal of R  then 
R / V  is a left Goldie ring (Proposition 5.1.2) and the left (i?/'P)-module R / V  is 
torsion-free. Thus every prime ideal of R  is a strongly prime left ideal of R. Thus 
Corollary 5.2.14 generalizes Theorem 5.1.4. We do not know if rings with Krull 
dimension satisfy ACC on prime left ideals.
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5.3 Sem iprim e Subm odules
In this section we shall be concerned with when a module with Krull di­
mension satisfies ACC on semiprime submodules. Nagata [30, Proposition 34 
Corollary] (see also [12, Theorem 87]) proved tha t a ring R  which satisfies ACC 
on semiprime ideals has the property that every non-zero homomorphic image 
has only a finite number of minimal prime ideals, equivalently every semiprime 
ideal of K is a finite intersection of prime ideals. If R  is a general ring and M  an 
12-module such tha t every non-zero homomorphic image has only a finite number 
of minimal prime submodules then every semiprime submodule of M  is a finite 
intersection of prime submodules by [27, p. 1059]. We do not know if the converse 
is true in general, but it is true in the following special case.
T h e o re m  5.3.1 Let R  be any ring. Then the following statements are equivalent 
for an R-module M.
(i) M  satisfies A C C  on semiprime submodules.
(ii) (a) M  satisfies A C C  on prime submodules; and
(b) every non-zero homomorphic image of M  has only a finite number of 
minimal prime submodules.
(iii) (a) M  satisfies AC C  on prime submodules, and
(b) every semiprime submodule of M  is a finite intersection of prime submod­
ules.
P ro o f. (i) =r- (ii) Clearly M  satisfies (w)(o). Suppose tha t (ii)(b) does not hold. 
There exists a proper submodule N  of M  such tha t M / N  has an infinite number 
of minimal prime submodules. Then
rad(lV) =  f ] { K  : K  is a prime submodule of M  and N  C IT}
is a semiprime submodule of M  and M /rad(A r) has an infinite number of minimal 
prime submodules.
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Let S  be a semiprime submodule of M  chosen maximal such tha t M / S  has an 
infinite number of minimal prime submodules. Then S  is not prime. There exist 
r  € R  and a submodule L of M  such tha t S  ^  P, rL  C S  and r M  ^  S . By the 
choice of P, the modules M /rad(P) and M /rad (P rM  p S )  both have only a finite 
number of minimal prime submodules. Let K  be a prime submodule of M  with 
S  C. K  such th a t K / S  is a minimal prime submodule o i .M /S .  Then rL  C K  
so th a t L  C I<  or R r M  +  S  C K. Thus rad(P) C I<  or rad ( R r M  +  S)  C K.  
If rad(P) C K  then K / m d ( L )  is one of the finite number of minimal prime 
submodules of the module M /rad(P ). Similarly if rad ( R r M  4- S)  C K  then 
K /va d (R rM  -f S ) is one of the finite number of minimal prime submodules of 
M /rad  ( R r M  -f S).  It follows tha t M / S  has only a finite number of minimal 
prime submodules, a contradiction. Thus M  satisfies (ii)(b).
(ii) =$■ (Hi) Let K  Q N  be submodules of M.  Then it is easy to check tha t 
TV is a prime submodule of M  if and only if N / K  is a prime submodule of M /  K.  
Now suppose S  is a semiprime submodule of M . Now M / S  has only a finite 
number of minimal prime submodules S i / S y. . .  , S n/ S  for some positive integer 
n where S  C Si C M  (1 ^  i ^  n). Then Si is a prime submodule of M  for all 
1 ^  i ^  n and S  = Q ” Si.
(Hi) (z) By the proof of Theorem 5.1.8. □
We have been unable to settle for a general P i-rin g  R  whether every R- 
module with Krull dimension satisfies ACC on semiprime submodules. We have 
the following special case.
T h e o re m  5.3.2 Let R  be a left Noetherian PJ-ring and let M  be an R-module 
with Krull dimension. Then M  satisfies ACC on semiprime submodules.
P ro o f. Suppose tha t the result is false. Let a  ^  — 1 be the least ordinal such 
th a t there exists a left Noetherian Pf-ring R  with k(R) = a  and an P-module
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M  with. Krull dimension but M  does not satisfy ACC on semiprime submodules. 
Clearly a  ^  0. By Theorems 5.2.11 and 5.3.1, we can suppose without loss of 
generality th a t M  contains an infinite number of minimal prime submodules.
Since R  is left Noetherian, there exist a positive integer s and prime ideals 
Ti (1 ^  i ^  s) such that T \ ' " T S =  0 [29, 2.2.17]. If AT is a minimal prime 
submodule of M  then (71 • • ■ TS) M  C K  gives T i M  C K  and K /T iM  is a minimal 
prime submodule of M / T I M  for some 1 ^  i ^  s. There exists 1 ^  j  ^  s such 
th a t M / T j M  has an infinite number of minimal prime submodules. Hence we can 
pass to the ring R / T j  and suppose without loss of generality tha t R  is a prime 
ring.
Let Z  — Z ( M) .  Then Z  is a prime submodule of M  (Lemma 5.2.10). Clearly 
Z /  0. There exist a positive integer n and uniform submodules E/j (1 ^  i ^  n) 
of Z  such tha t U\ © • • • © Un is an essential submodule of Z.  For each 1 ^  i ^  
let Vi = ass Ui = {r € R  *. r V  = 0 for some non-zero submodule V  of Ui}. Note 
th a t Vi is a non-zero prime ideal of R  for each 1 ^  i ^  n by [8, Lemma 4.22] and 
[29, 13.6.6]. By [29, 13.6.4] there exist a non-zero central element c of R  such 
th a t cG  V\ fl * • • fl V n- Now ann^(c) is an essential submodule of Z  and hence 
UZ — 0 for some positive integer t , by [29, 4.2,2 and 4,2.6],
Let K  be a minimal prime submodule of M. If Z  C K  then K  =  Z. Suppose 
th a t Z  K .  Then <UZ =  0 C K  gives cM  C K  and K / c M  is a minimal prime 
submodule of the (R/Rc)-module M/ cM,  But k(R/Rc)  < k(R) = a  [9, Corollary 
7.2] so tha t, by the choice of a , M / c M  has only a finite number of minimal prime 
submodules by Theorem 5.3.1. This contradiction proves the result. □
Another special case is the following result.
T h e o re m  5.3.3 Let R  be a Pi-ring with Krull dimension and let M  be a finitely 
generated R-module with Krull dimension. Then M  satisfies AC C  on semiprime
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submodules.
P ro o f. We follow the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. By Proposition 5.1.7 we can 
suppose without loss of generality tha t R  is a prime ring. Let Z  = Z( M) .  
By Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a submodule W  of M  maximal with respect to 
Z  n  W  =  0. Then M j { Z  ® W)  is torsion and hence M / W  is torsion. Because M  
is finitely generated, there exists a non-zero central element c such tha t cM  C W.  
Then cZ  C Z  n  W  — 0. The result now follows by the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. □
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 .4  Let Rbe  a commutative ring and let M  be a finitely generated R- 
module with Krull dimension. Then M  satisfies ACC on semiprime submodules.
P ro o f. W ithout loss of generality M  is faithful. Now M  == R m \  +  ■ — b Rrrijt for 
some positive integer k and elements mi £ M  (1 ^  i ^  k). Define 6 : R  —^ 
by 6(r) = ( r m j , . .. for all r  E R. Then 6 is an i7-monomorphism and
hence the ring R  has Krull dimension. The result now follows by Theorem 5.3.3.
□
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